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Vcraif~l Legal  Notice 
The  European  Communities  do  not  make  any  warranty  with  respect  to  the 
accuracy,  completeness,  or usefulness  of  the  information  contained  in this 
document,  nor  assume  any  liability  with  respect  to  the  use  of,  or  for 
damages  resulting  from  the  use  of  any  information  disclosed  in  this 
document. Purpose  of  the  present  document 
Council  Directive 67/548/EEC  of  27  June  1967  has  been  amended  6  times. 
The  Latest  version  is  known  as  the  Sixth  Amendment  and  was  adopted  as  Council 
Directive  79/831/EEC  on  18  September  1979. 
Furthermore,  up  to  now,  Directive  67/548/EEC  has  been  adapted  to  technical 
progress  5  times  by  Commission  Directives. 
In  these  adaptations  to  technical  progress  certain  Annexes,  which  relate  to 
the classification and  Labelling of  dangerous  substances  have  been  modified  or 
updated 
- Annex  I,  containing  substances  which  are  classified  and  Labelled  in  a 
uniform  manner  in  the  Community 
- Annex  II,  containing  the  symbols  and  indication of  danger 
- Annex  III, containing  the  Nature  of  special  risks  attaching  to  dangerous 
substances  (R-phrases) 
- Annex  IV,  containing  the safety advice  concerning dangerous  substances 
(S-phrases) 
- Annex  VI  (part  II), containing  classification and  Labelling  requirements  and 
criteria and  the Labelling  Guide. 
The  present  document  contains  the  updated  versions  of  Annexes  II,  III  and  IV 
in the  seven official  Languages  of  the  Community  and  Annex  VI  in  English. 
However,  it  was  not  possible  to  include  Annex  I  in  this  brochure  as  it 
contains  about  1  000  substances  covering  500  pages. 
A special  publication of  an  updated  version of  Annex  I  is foreseen  at  a  Later 
date. Directives  relating to the classification and  labelling 
of dangerous  substances 
Council  Directive 67/548/EEC  of  27  June  1967 
Official  Journal  196  of  16.08.1967 
(Council  Directive  of  27  June  1967  on  the  approximation  of  the 
laws,  regulations  and  administrative  provisions  relating  to  the 
classification, packaging  and  labelling of  dangerous  substances) 
last amended  by  the  "Sixth  Amendment"  : 
Council  Directive 79/831/EEC  of  18  September  1979 
Official  Journal  L 259  of  15.10.1979 
(Council  Directive of  18  September  1979  amending  for  the  sixth  time 
Directive 67/548/EEC  on  the approximation  of  the  laws,  regulations 
and  administrative  provisions  relating  to  the  classification, 
packaging  and  labelling of  dangerous  substances) 
Adaptations  of  these  Directives  to technical  progress 
1.  Adaptation  : 
Commission  Directive  76/907/EEC  of  14  July  1976 
Official  Journal  L 360  of  30.12.1976 
2.  Adaptation  : 
Commission  Directive  79/370/EEC  of  30  January  1979 
Official  Journal  L 88  of  7.04.1979 
3.  Adaptation  : 
Commission  Directive  81/957/EEC  of  23  October  1981 
Official  Journal  L 351  of  7.12.1981 
4.  Adaptation  : 
Commission  Directive 82/232/EEC  of  25  March  1982 
Official  Journal  L 106  of  21.04.1982 
5.  Adaptation  (Labelling  Guide)  : 
Commission  Directive 83/467/EEC  of  29  July  1983 
Official  Journal  L 257  of  16.09.1983 
(Commission  Directive  of  29  July  1983  adapting  to  technical 
progress  for  the  fifth  time  Council  Directive  67/548/EEC  on 
the  approximation  of  the  laws,  regulations  and  administrative 
provisions  relating  to  the  classification,  packaging  and 
labelling of  dangerous  substances). 
The  main  objective  of  the  fifth  adaptation  to  technical  progress  was  the 
publication of  the Labelling Guide. 16. 9.  83 
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BILAG  II 
Faresymboler og farebetegnelser 
ANHANG II 
Gefahrensymbole und -bezeichnunge~ 
flAPAPTHMA II 
l;upPol.a Kat £v3ti;£~ av&uvou 
ANNEX II 
Symbols and indicatioas of danger 
ANNEXE II 
Symboles et indications de danger 
ALLEGATO II 
Simboli e indicazioni di rischio 
BI]LAGE  II 
Gevaarsymbolen en -aanduidingen 
Bogstaveme E, 0, F, F +, T, T +, C, Xn, Xi indg!r ikke i symbolet. 
Anmerkung: Die Buchstaben E, 0, F, F +, T, T +, C, Xn, Xi, sind nicht Bestandteil des Gefahren-
symbols.  · 
I1/JJBiwu11:  Ta 'YPUJ.LJ.LUta E, 0, F, F + , T, T + , C, Xn, Xi &v anotdo6v J,Ltpo~ tOll OUJ.LP64ou. 
Note:  The letters E, 0, F, F +, T, T +, C, Xn, Xi do not form part of the symbol .. 
Remarque:  Les lettres E, 0, F, F +, T, T +, C, Xn, Xi ne font pas partie du symbole. 
Nota:  Le lettere E, 0, F, F +, T, T +, C, Xn, Xi non fanno parte del simbolo. 
Opmerking:  De letters E, 0, F, F +, T, T +, C, Xn, Xi maken geen deel uit van het symbool. 
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Zeer Iicht ontvlambaar 
Meget giftig 
Sehr giftig · 
Aiav -ro~tK6 
Very toxic 









Irriterend BILAG  III 
Arten af de  szrlige risici, der er forbundet  med  de  farlige stoffer 
ANLAGE  Ill 
Bezeichnungen der  besonderen Gefahren  bei  gefahrlichen Stoffen 
fi.A.PA.PTH~A JII 
,  ,  s:..'  ,  ,  s:..  , 
~UDn T~V  ElfliK~V  KIVuUV~V fiOU  a~opouv EfiiKIVuUVE~  OUOIE~ 
ANNEX  III 
Nature of the special  risks attaching to dangerous  substances 
ANNEXE  III 
Nature  des  risques particuliers attribues aux  substances dangereuses 
ALLEGATO  III 
Natura dei  rischi  specifici attribuiti alle sostanze pericolose 
BIJLAGE  III 
Aard  der bijzondere gevaren  toegeschreven  aan  gevaarlijke stoffen 
'.) R 1 
R 2 
R  3 
R 4 
-2-
Eksplosiv  i  t~r tilstand. 
In  trockenem  Zustand  explosionsgefahrlich  • 
EKp~KTIKO OE  ~~p~  KaTacrTacr~. 
Explosive  when  dry. 
Explosif a l'etat sec. 
Esplosivo allo stato secco. 
In  droge  toestand ontplofbaar. 
Eksplosionsfarlig  ved  st~d, gnidning,  ild eller andre 
antmndelseskilder. 
Durch  Schlag,  Reibung,  Feuer  oder  andere  Zundquellen 
explosionsgefahrlich  • 
K(vouvo~  EKP~~E~~ ana  TpavTay~a,  Tpl~~,  ~~TIQ ~  QAAAE~  n~y€~ 
ava~AE~E~~. 
Risk  of  explosion  by  shock,  friction,  fire or other  sources 
of  ignition. 
Risque  d'explosion par  le  choc,  La  friction,  le  feu  ou  autres 
sources d'ignition. 
Rischio  di  esplosione per  urto,  sfregamento,  fuoco  o  altre 
sorgenti  d'ignizione. 
Ontploffingsgevaar door  schok,  wrijving,  vuur  of  andere 
ontstekingsoorzaken. 
Meget  eksplosionsfarlig ved  st0d, gnidning,  ild eller andre 
antmndelseskilder. 
Durch  Schlag,  Reibung,  Feuer  oder  andere  Zundquellen 
besonders  explosionsgefahrlich  • 
noAU  ~EYOAO~  K(vouvo~  EKp~~E~~ ano  TpOVTay~a,  Tpl~~'  ~~TIO ~ 
aAAE~  n~y€~  ava~AE~E~~. 
Extreme  risk of  explosion by  shock,  friction,  fire or  other 
sources  of  ignition. 
Grand  risque d'explosion par  le  choc,  La  friction,  le  feu  ou 
autres  sources d'ignition. 
Elevate  rischio di  esplosione per urto,  sfregamento,  fuoco  o 
altre  sorgenti  d'ignizione. 
Ernstig ontploffingsgevaar door  schok,  wrijving,  vuur  of 
ander•  ontstekingsoorzaken. 
Danner  meget  f0lsomme  eksplosive metalforbindelser. 
Bildet  hochempfindliche  e~plosionsgefahrliche 
Metallverbindungen. 
LX~~aT(~EI  noAU  eua(cr8~TE~  EKP~KTIKE~  ~ETaAAIKE~  EV~OEI~. 
Forms  very  sensitive explosive metallic  compounds. 
Forme  des  composes  metalliques explosifs tres sensibles. 
Forma  composti  metallici  esplosivi  molto  sensibili. 





Eksplosionsfarlig  ved  opvarmning. 
Beim  Erwarmen  explosionsfahig. 
88p~avcr~  ~nopE( va  npoKaAEOEI  EKP~~~· 
Heating  may  cause  an  explosion. 
Danger  d'explosion  sous  l'action de  La  chaleur. 
Pericolo di  esplosione per  riscaldamento. 
Ontploffingsgevaar  door  verwarming. 
Eksplosiv  ved  og  uden  kontakt  med  luft. 
Mit  und  ohne  Luft  explosionsfahig. 
EKp~KTIKO OE  Ena~~  ~  X~P~~  Ena~~  ~E TOV  OEpa. 
Explosive  with  or  without  contact  with  air. 
Danger  d'explosion en  contact  ou  sans  contact  avec  l'air. 
Esplosivo  a  contatto o  senza  contatto  con  l'aria. 
Ontplofbaar  met  en  zonder  Lucht. 
Kan  forarsage  brand. 
Kann  Brand  verursachen. 
MnopEI  va  npoKaAEOEI  nupKaia. 
May  cause  fire. 
Peut  provoquer  un  incendie. 
Puo  provocare  un  incendio. 
Kan  brand  veroorzaken. 
Brandfarlig  ved  kontakt  med  br~ndbare stoffer. 
Feuergefahr  bei  Beruhrung  mit  brennbaren  Stoffen. 
MnopE(  va  npoKOAEOEI  T~V  ava~AE~~  Kaucr(~~V  UAIK~V OE  Ena~~  ~E 
'  auTa. 
Contact  with  combustible  material  may  cause  fire. 
Favorise  l'inflammation des  matieres  combustibles. 
Puo  provocare  l'accensione di  materie  combustibili. 
Bevordert  de  ontbranding  van  brandbare  stoffen. 
R 9  Eksplosionsfarlig  ved  blanding  med  br~ndbare stoffer. 
Explosionsgefahr  bei  Mischung  mit  brennbaren  Stoffen. 
EKp~KTtKo  oTav  ava~tXBEI  ~E  Kauat~a UAIKa. 
Explosive  when  mixed  with  combustible  material. 
Peut  exploser  en  melange  avec  des  matieres  combustibles. 
Esplosivo  in miscela  con  materie  combustibili. 
Ontploffingsgevaar bij  menging  met  brandbare  stoffen. 







R 11  Meget  brandfarlig. 
Leichtentzundlich. 
~(av  EU~AEKTo. 
Highly  flammable. 
Tres  inflammable. 
Facilmente  infiammabile. 
Licht  ontvlambaar. 
R 12  Yderst  brandfarlig. 
Hochentzundlich. 
E~ox~~  Eu~AEKTo. 
Extremely  flammable. 
Extremement  inflammable. 
Altamente  infiammabile. 
leer  Licht  ontvlambaar. 
R 13  Yderst  brandfarlig  flydende  gas. 
Hochentzundliches  Flussiggas. 
E~ox~~  EU~AEKTo  uypono1~~8vo aEplo. 
Extremely  flammable  Liquefied  gas. 
Gaz  Liquefie  extremement  inflammable. 
Gas  Liquefatto altamente  infiammabile. 
leer  Licht  ontvlambaar  vloeibaar gas. 
R 14  Reagerer  voldsomt  med  vand. 
Reagiert  heftig mit  Wasser. 
AvTIOpa  ~la1a  ~E vEpo. 
Reacts  violently with  water. 
Reagit  violemment  au  contact  de  L'eau. 
Reagisce  violentemente  con  L'acqua. 
Reageert  heftig met  water. 
R 15  Reagerer  med  vand  under  dannelse  af  yderst  brandfarlige 
gasser. 
Reagiert  mit  Wasser  unter  Bildung  Leicht  entzundlicher Gase. 
[E  Ena~~  ~E vEpo  EAEuBEp~vovTal  noAu  EU~AEKTa aEpla. 
Contact  with  water  Liberates  highly  flammable  gases. 
Au  contact  de  L'eau  degage  des  gaz  tres  inflammables. 
A contatto con  L'acqua  Libera  gas  facilmente  infiammabili. 
Vormt  Licht  ontvlambaar  gas  in  contact  met  water. 
R 16  Eksplosionsfarlig  ved  blanding  med  oxiderende staffer. 
Explosionsgefahrlich  in  Mischung  mit  brandfordernden  Steffen. 
EKp~KTIKD oTav  ava~IXBE(  ~E  o~EIO~TIKE~  oua(E~. 
Explosive  when  mixed  with  oxidising  substances. 
Peut  exploser  en  melange  avec  des  substances  comburantes. 
Pericolo di  esplosione  se  mescolato  con  sostanze  comburenti. 
Ontploffingsgevaar bij  menging  met  oxyderende  stoffen. -5-
R 17  Selvant~ndelig i  Luft. 
Selbstentzundlich  an  der  Luft. 
AuToava~AEYETat  oTov  a£pa. 
Spontaneously  flammable  in air. 
Spontanement  inflammable a L'air. 
Spontaneamente  infiammabile all'aria. 
Spontaan  ontvlambaar  in  Lucht. 
R 18  Ved  brug  kan  br~ndbare dampe/eksplosive  damp-Luftblandinger 
dannes. 
Bei  Gebrauch  Bildung  explosiver/Leichtentzundlicher  Dampf-
Luftgemische  moglich. 
KaTa  T~v  xp~o~  ~nopE( va  ox~~aTioEt  Eu~AEKTa/EKp~KTtKa 
~~y~aTa aT~ou-a£po~. 
In  use,  may  form  flammable/explosive  vapour-air  mixture. 
Lors  de  l'utilisation,  formation  possible de  melange  vapeur-
air  inflammable/explosif. 
Durante  L'uso  puo  formare  con  aria miscele 
esplosive/infiammabili. 
Kan  bij  gebruik  een  ontvlambaar/ontplofbaar damp-Luchtmengsel 
vormen. 
R 19  Kan  danne  eksplosive peroxider. 
Kann  explosionsfahige  Peroxyde  bilden. 
MnopEI  va  ox~~aTlOEt  EKp~KTtKa unEpo~ElDta. 
May  form  explosive  peroxides. 
Peut  former  des  peroxydes  explosifs. 
Puo  formare  perossidi  esplosivi. 
Kan  ontplofbare peroxiden  vormen. 
R 20  Farlig ved  indanding. 
Gesundheitsschadlich  beim  Einatmen. 
BAa~Epo oTav  Etonv£ETat. 
Harmful  by  inhalation. 
Nocif  par  inhalation. 
Nocivo  per  inalazione. 
Schadelijk bij  inademing. 
R 21  Farlig ved  ber0ring  med  huden. 
Gesundheitsschadlich  bei  Beruhrung  mit  der  Haut. 
BAa~Epo OE  Ena~~  ~E To  o£p~a. 
Harmful  in  contact  with  skin. 
Nocif  par  contact  avec  La  peau. 
Nocivo  a  contatto con  La  pelle. 
Schadelijk bij  aanraking  met  de  huid. -6-
R 22  Farlig  ved  indtagelse. 
Gesundheitsschadlich  beim  Verschlucken. 
BAa~Epo aE  nEplnTwa~  KaTanoaEw~. 
Harmful  if swallowed. 
Nocif  en  cas  d'ingestion. 
Nocivo  per  ingestione. 
Schadelijk  bij  opname  door  de  mond. 
R 23  Giftig  ved  indanding. 
Giftig beim  Einatmen. 
To~IKD oTav  ElanvEETOI. 
Toxic  by  inhalation. 
Toxique  par  inhalation. 
Tossico  per  inalazione. 
Vergiftig bij  inademing. 
R 24  Giftig  ved  ber~ring med  huden. 
Giftig bei  Beruhrung  mit  der  Haut. 
To~IKD aE  Ena~~  ~E To  68p~a. 
Toxic  in  contact  with  skin. 
Toxique  par  contact  avec  La  peau. 
Tossico  a  contatto con  La  pelle. 
Vergiftig bij  aanraking  met  de  huid. 
R 25  Giftig  ved  indtagelse. 
Giftig beim  Verschlucken. 
To~1Ko aE  nEplnTwa~  KaTanoaEw~. 
Toxic  if swallowed. 
Toxique  en  cas  d'ingestion. 
Tossico  per  ingestione. 
Vergiftig bij  opname  door  de  mond. 
R 26  Meget  giftig ved  indanding. 
Sehr giftig beim  Einatmen. 
noAU  TO~IKO OTOV  ElanVEETOI. 
Very  toxic  by  inhalation. 
Tres  toxique  par  inhalation. 
Altamente  tossico per  inalazione. 
leer vergiftig bij  inademing. 
R 27  Meget  giftig ved  ber~ring med  huden. 
Sehr  giftig bei  Beruhrung  mit  der  Haut. 
noAU  TO~IKO  GE  Ena~~  ~E  TO  DEp~a. 
Very  toxic  in  contact  with  skin. 
Tres  toxique  par  contact  avec  La  peau. 
Altamente  tossico  a  contatto con  La  pelle. 
leer vergiftig bij  aanraking  met  de  huid. -7-
R 28  Meget  giftig ved  indtagelse. 
Sehr  giftig beim  Verschlucken. 
noAU  TO~IKO OE  nEplnT@O~  KOTanoOE@~. 
Very  toxic  if swallowed. 
Tres  toxique  en  cas d'ingestion. 
Altamente  tossico per  ingestione. 
leer vergiftig bij  opname  door  de  mond. 
R 29  Udvikler giftig gas  ved  kontakt  med  vand. 
Entwickelt  bei  Beruhrung  mit  Wasser  giftige Gase. 
LE  Ena~~  ~E  TO  VEpo  EAEU8EpWVOVTQI  TO~IKO aep1a. 
Contact  with  water  Liberates  toxic  gas. 
Au  contact  de  L'eau,  degage  des  gaz  toxiques. 
A contatto con  L'acqua  Libera  gas  tossici. 
Vormt  vergiftig gas  in  contact  met  water. 
R 30  Kan  blive meget  brandfarlig under  brug. 
Kann  bei  Gebrauch  Leicht  entzundlich  werden. 
KaTa  T~v XP~~ y(vETal  Afav  EU~AEKTo. 
Can  become  highly  flammable  in  use. 
Peut  devenir tres  inflammable  pendant  L'utilisation. 
Puo  divenire  facilmente  infiammabile  durante  L'uso~ 
Kan  bij  gebruik  Licht  ontvlambaar  worden. 
R  31  Udvikler giftig gas  ved  kontakt  med  syre. 
Entwickelt  bei  Beruhrung  mit  Saure  giftige Gase. 
LE  Ena~~  ~E  D~Ea EAEU8EpWVDVTOI  TO~IKO aep1a. 
Contact  with  acids  Liberates  toxic  gas. 
Au  contact  d'un  acide  degage  un  gaz  toxique. 
A contatto con  acidi  Libera  gas  tossico. 
Vormt  vergiftige gassen  in  contact  met  zuren. 
R 32  Udvikler· meget  giftig gas  ved  kontakt  med  syre. 
Entwickelt  bei  Beruhrung  mit  Saure  sehr giftige Gase. 
LE  Ena~~  ~E  D~Ea EAEU8EpWVOVTQI  noAU  TO~IKO aep1a. 
Contact  with  acids  Liberates  very  toxic  gas. 
Au  contact d'un acide degage  un  gaz  tres toxique. 
A contatto con  acidi  Libera  gas  altamente  tossico. 
Vormt  zeer vergiftige gassen  in  contact  met  zuren. 
R 33  Fare  for  kumulativ  virkning. 
Gefahr  kumulativer  Wirkungen. 
Klvouvo~ aBpolcrTIKwv  EniOpacrE@v. 
Danger  of  cumulative effects. 
Danger  d'effets cumulatifs. 
Pericolo di  effetti  cumulativi. 
Gevaar  voor  cumulatieve  effecten. R 34  ~tsningsfare. 
Verursacht  Veratzungen. 
npoKOAEl  EYKOU~QTQ. 
Causes  burns. 
-8-
Provoque  des  brulures. 
Provoca  ustioni. 
Veroorzaakt  brandwonden. 
R 35  Alvorlig  ~tsningsfare. 
Verursacht  schwere  Veratzungen. 
npoKOAE(  ao~apa  EyKau~aTa. 
Causes  severe  burns. 
Provoque  de  graves  brulures. 
Provoca  gravi  ustioni. 
Veroorzaakt  ernstige brandwonden. 
R 36  Irriterer  ~jnene. 
Reizt  die  Augen. 
EpE8l~EI  TQ  ~OTIQ. 
Irritating to eyes. 
Irritant pour  les  yeux. 
Irritante per gli  occhi. 
Irriterend voor  de  ogen. 
R 37  Irriterer  andedr~tsorganerne. 
Reizt  die  Atmungsorgane. 
EpE8J~EI  To  avanvEuaTIKO  auaT~~a. 
Irritating to  respiratory  system. 
Irritant  pour  les  voies  respiratoires. 
Irritante per  le vie  respiratorie. 
Irriterend voor  de  ademhalingswegen. 
R 38  Irriterer huden. 
Reizt  die  Haut. 
EpEBI~EI  To  68p~a. 
Irritating to skin. 
Irritant pour  La  peau. 
Irritante per  La  pelle. 
Irriterend voor  de  huid. 
R 39  Fare  for  uhelbredelig  skadevirkning. 
Ernste  Gefahr  irreversiblen  Schadens. 
Klv6uvo~ noAu  ao~apQv  ~ov(~@V En16paaE@V. 
Danger  of  very  serious  irreversible effects. 
Danger  d'effets  irreversibles tres graves. 
Pericolo di  effetti  irreversibili  molto  gravi. 
Gevaar  voor  ernstige onherstelbare effekten. 0) 
-9-
R 40  Mulig  fare  for  uhelbredelig  skadevirkning. 
Irreversibler Schaden  moglich. 
n18avol  KlVDUVOI  ~ov(~~V  EniDpacrE~V. 
Possible  risks  of  irreversible effects. 
Possibilite d'effets irreversibles. 
Possibilita di  effetti  irreversibili. 
Onherstelbare effekten zijn niet  uitgesloten. 
R 41  Risiko  for  alvorlig 0jenskade. 
Gefahr  ernster  Augenschaden. 
K{v5uvo~  cro~ap~v  o~8aA~IK~v  ~Aa~~v. 
Risk  of  serious  damage  to eyes. 
Risque  de  lesions oculaires graves. 
Rischio  di  gravi  lesioni  oculari. 
Gevaar  voor  ernstig oogletsel. 
R 42  Kan  forarsage  overf0lsomhed  ved  indanding. 
Sensibilisierung durch  Einatmen  moglich. 
~uvaTal  va  npoKaAEOEI  Eua1cr8~Tonol~cr~ 61a  T~~  Elcrnvo~~· 
May  cause  sensitization by  inhalation. 
Peut  entra,ner une  sensibilisation par inhalation. 
Puo  provocare  sensibilizzazione per  inalazione. 
Kan  overgevoeligheid  veroorzaken  bij  inademing. 
R 43  Kan  forarsage  overf0lsomhed  ved  ber0ring  med  huden. 
Sensibilisierung durch  Hautkontakt  moglich. 
~uvaTal  va  npoKaAEOEI  EuaJcr8~Tono(~cr~ 61a  T~~  Ena~~~  ~E  To 
5£p~a. 
May  cause  sensitization by  skin  contact. 
Peut  entra,ner une  sensibilisation par  contact  avec  La  peau. 
Puo  provocare  sensibilizzazione per  contatto  con  La  pelle. 
Kan  overgevoeligheid  veroorzaken  bij  contact  met  de  huid. 
R 44  Eksplosionsfarlig  ved  opvarmning  under  indeslutning. 
Explosionsgefahr  bei  Erhitzen unter  Einschluss. 
K(v5uvo~  EKP~~E~~ Eav  8Ep~av8E( crE  KAEIOT~ aT~ocr~alpa. 
Risk  of  explosion  if heated  under  confinement. 
Risque  d'explosion si  chauffe en  ambiance  confinee. 
Rischio  di  explosione  per  riscaldamento  in  ambiente 
confinato. 
Ontploffingsgevaar  bij  verwarming  in  afgesloten toestand. 
R 45  Kan  fremkalde  krmft. 
Kann  Krebs  erzeugen. 
MnopE{  va  npoKaAEOEI  KapK(vo. 
May  cause  cancer. 
Peut  causer  le  cancer. 
Puo  provocare  il cancra. 
Kan  kanker  veroorzaken. -10-
R 46  Kan  forarsage arvelige genetiske skader. 
Kann  vererbbare  Schaden  verursachen. 
MnopE(  va  npoKaAEOEI  KA~povo~IKE~ yEVETIKE~  ~AO~E~. 
May  cause  heritable genetic  damage. 
Peut  causer des  alterations genetiques  hereditaires. 
Puo  provocare alterazioni  genetiche ereditarie. 
Kan  erfelijke genetische  schade  veroorzaken. 
R 47  Kan  medf~re fosterskader. 
Kann  MiAbildungen  verursachen. 
Mnopg(  va  npoKaAEOEI  EK  YEVET~~  napa~op~~OEI~. 
May  cause  birth defects. 
Peut  causer des  malformations  congenitales. 
Puo  provocare malformazioni  congenite. 
Kan  geboorteafwijkingen  veroorzaken. 
R 48  Alvorlig  sundhedsfare ved  Lmngere  tids pavirkning. 
Gefahr  ernster Gesundheitsschaden  bei  Langerer  Exposition. 
K(vouvo~  cro~ap~~  ~Aa~~~ y1a  T~v uyE(a  KaTon•v  napaTETa~€v~~ 
EK8EcrE~~. 
Danger  of  serious damage  to  health  by  prolonged  exposure. 
Risque  d'effets graves  pour  La  sante en  cas  d'exposition 
prolongee. 
Pericolo di  gravi  danni  per  La  salute  in  caso  di  esposizione 
prolungata. 
Gevaar  voor  ernstige schade  aan  de  gezondheid  bij  Langdurige 




Kombination  af  R-sztninger 
Kombination  der  R-Satze 
LUVOUO~O~ T~V R-~paOE~V 
Combination  of  R-Phrases 
Combinaison  des  phrases  R 
Combinazioni  delle frasi  R 
Kombinatie  van  de  R-zinnen 
Reagerer  voldsomt  med  vand  under  dannelse  af  yderst 
brandfarlige  gasser. 
Reagiert  heftig mit  Wasser  unter  Bildung  Leichtentz~ndlicher 
Gas e. 
AVT16p6  ~Ia{~~ KaT6  T~V  Ena~~  ~£  TO  65~p  £K~60VTQ~  a~pla ~{av 
£uav6~~£KTa. 
Reacts  violently with  water  Liberating  highly  flammable 
gases. 
Reagit  violemment  au  contact  de  L'eau  en  degageant  des  gaz 
tres  inflammables. 
Reagisce  violentemente  con  L'acqua  Liberando  gas  facilmente 
infiammabili. 
Reageert  heftig met  water  en  vormt  daarbij  Licht  ontvlambaar 
gas. 
Reagerer  med  vand  under  dannelse  af  giftig og  yderst 
brandfarlige gasser. 
Reagiert  mit  Wasser  unter  Bildung  giftiger und 
Leichtentz~ndlicher Gase. 
L£  Ena~~  ~£ To  v£po  £~£u8EpwvovTal  TO~IK6,  ~{av  Eu~~EKTa 
'  a£pla. 
Contact  with  water  Liberates  toxic,  highly  flammable  gas. 
Au  contact  de  l'eau degage  des  gaz  toxiques  et  tres 
inflammables. 
A contatto  con  acqua  Libera  gas  tossici  e  facilmente 
infiammabili. 
Vormt  vergiftig en  Licht  ontvlambaar  gas  in  contact  met 
water. 
Farlig ved  indanding  og  ved  ber0ring  med  huden. 
Gesundheitsschadlich  beim  Einatmen  und  bei  Ber~hrung mit  der 
Haut. 
B~a~Epo oTav  £1anvE£Tal  Kal  a£  Ena~~  ~£ To  58p~a. 
Harmful  by  inhalation and  in  contact  with  skin. 
Nocif  par  inhalation et  par  contact  avec  La  peau. 
Nocivo  per  inalazione  e  contatto con  La  pelle. 
Schadelijk  bij  inademing  en  bij  aanraking  met  de  huid. -12-
R 20/22  Farlig ved  indanding  og  ved  indtagelse. 
Gesundheitsschadlich  beim  Einatmen  und  Verschlucken. 
8Aa~8po oTav  81onvE8Tal  Kal  o8  n8plnT~o~  KaTanoo8~~. 
Harmful  by  inhalation and  if swallowed. 
Nocif  par  inhalation et  ingestion. 
Nocivo  per  inalazione e  ingestione. 
Schadelijk bij  inademing  en  opname  door  de  mond. 
R 20/21/22  Farlig ved  indanding,  ved  ber~ring med  huden  og  ved 
indtagelse. 
Gesundheitsschadlich  beim  Einatmen,  Verschlucken  und 
Beruhrun~ mit  der  Haut. 
8Aa~8po oTav  810nVE8TOI,  08  8na~~  ~8 To  OEp~a KOI  08 
I  I 
n8plnT~o~  KaTanoo8~~. 
Harmful  by  inhalation,  in  contact  with  skin  and  if swallowed. 
Nocif  par  inhalation,  contact  avec  La  peau  et  par  ingestion. 
Nocivo  per  inalazione,  ingestione  e  contatto con  La  pelle. 
Schadelijk bij  inademing,  opname  door  de  mond  en  aanraking 
met  de  huid. 
R 21/22  Farlig ved  ber~ring med  huden  og  ved  indtagelse. 
Gesundheitsschadlich  bei  Beruhrung  mit  der  Haut  und  beim 
Verschlucken. 
8Aa~8po o8  8na~~  ~8 To  o8p~a Kal  08  n8plnT~o~  KaTanoo8~~. 
Harmful  in contact  with  skin  and  if swallowed. 
Nocif  par  contact  avec  La  peau  et  par  ingestion. 
Novico  a  contatto con  La  pelle e  per  ingestione. 
Schadelijk bij  aanraking  met  de  huid  en  bij  opname  door  de 
mond. 
R 23/24  Giftig ved  indanding  og  ved  ber~ring med  huden. 
R 23/25 
Gifti9 beim  Einatmen  und  bei  Beruhrung  mit  der  Haut. 
To~IKO OTav  81onvE8TOI  Kal  08  8na~~  ~8 To  OEp~a. 
Toxic  by  inhalation and  in  contact  with  skin. 
Toxique  par  inhalation et  par  contact  avec  La  peau. 
Tossico  per  inalazione e  contatto con  La  pelle. 
Vergiftig bij  inademing  en  bij  aanraking  met  de  huid. 
Giftig ved  indanding  og  ved  indtagelse. 
Giftig beim  Einatmen  und  Verschlucken. 
To~IKO oTav  810nVE8Tal  Kal  08  n8plnT~o~ 
Toxic  by  inhalation and  if swallowed. 
Toxique  par  inhalation et  ingestion. 
Tossico  per  inalazione e  ingestione. 
Vergiftig bij  inademing  en  opname  door 
I 
KaTanoo8~~. 
de  mond. -13-
R 23/24/25  Giftig  ved  indanding,  ved  ber0ring  med  huden  og  ved 
indtagelse. 
Giftig beim  Einatmen,  Verschlucken  und  Beruhrung  mit  der 
Haut. 
To~IKO oTav  ElcrnvEETal,  crE  Ena~~  ~E To  DEp~a Kal  crE  nEp(nTQcr~  , 
KaTanOOEQ~. 
Toxic  by  inhalation,  in  contact  with  skin  and  if swallowed. 
Toxique  par  inhalation,  contact  avec  La  peau  et  par 
ingestion. 
Tossico  per  inalazione,  ingestione e  contatto con  La  pelle. 
Vergiftig bij  inademing,  opname  door  de  mond  en  aanraking  met 
de  huid. 
R 24/25  Giftig ved  ber0ring  med  huden  og  ved  indtagelse. 
Giftig  bei  Beruhrung  mit  der  Haut  und  beim  Verschlucken. 
To~IKo crE  Ena~~  ~E  To  DEp~a Kal  crE  nEp(nTQcr~  KaTanocrEQ~. 
Toxic  in  contact  with  skin  and  if swallowed. 
Toxique  par  contact  avec  La  peau  et  par  ingestion. 
Tossico  a  contatto con  La  pelle e  per  ingestione. 
Vergifti~ bij  aanraking  met  de  huid  en  bij  opname  door  de 
mond. 
R 26/27  Meget  giftig ved  indanding  og  ved  ber0ring  med  huden. 
Sehr  giftig beim  Einatmen  und  bei  Beruhrung  mit  der  Haut. 
noAU  TO~IKO OTav  EIOTIVEETOI  Kal  OE  Ena~~  ~E TO  DEp~a. 
Very  toxic  by  inhalation and  in  contact  with  skin. 
Tres  toxique  par  inhalation et  par  contact  avec  La  pe~u. 
Altamente  tossico per  inalazione  e  contatto con  La  pelle. 
Zeer  vergiftig bij  inademing  en  bij  aanraking  met  de  huid. 
R 26/28  Meget  giftig ved  indanding  og  ved  indtagelse. 
Sehr  giftig beim  Einatmen  und  Verschlucken. 
noAU  TO~IKO OTav  EIOTIVEETOI  Kal  OE  nEp(nTQO~  KaTanocrEQ~. 
Very  toxic  by  inhalation and  if swallowed. 
Tres  toxique  par  inhalation et  ingestion. 
Altamente  tossico_per  inalazione e  per  ingestione. 
Zeer  vergiftig bij  inademing  en  opname  door  de  mond. 
R 26/27/28  Meget  giftig ved  indanding,  ved  ber0ring  med  huden  og  ved 
indtagelse. 
Sehr  giftig beim  Einatmen,  Verschlucken  und  Beruhrung  mit  der 
Haut. 
noAU  TO~IKO OTav  EIOTIVEETOI'  OE  Ena~~  ~E TO  DEp~a Kal  OE  ,  , 
nEplnTQcr~  KaTanocrEQ~. 
Very  toxic  by  inhalation,  in  contact  with  skin and  if 
swallowed. 
Tres  toxique  par  inhalation,  contact  avec  La  peau  et  par 
ingestion. 
Altamente  tossico per  inalazione,  ingestione e  contatto con 
La  pelle. 
Zeer  vergiftig bij  inademing,  opname  door  de  mond  en 
aanraking  met  de  huid. R 27/28 
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Meget  giftig ved  ber0ring  med  huden  og  ved  indtagelse. 
Sehr  giftig bei  Beruhrung  mit  der  Haut  und  beim  Verschlucken. 
noAU  TO~IKO OE  Ena~~  ~E  TO  DEp~a KOI  OE  nEp{nT@O~ 
KaTanDOE@~. 
Very  toxic  in  contact  with  skin and  if swallowed. 
Tres  toxique  par  contact  avec  La  peau  et  par  ingestion. 
Altamente  tossico  a  contatto  con  La  pelle et  per  ingestione. 
leer vergiftig bij aanraking  met  de  huid  en  bij  opname  door 
de  mond. 
R 36/37  Irriterer 0jnene  og  andedr~tsorganerne. 
Reizt  die  Augen  und  die  Atmungsorgane. 
EpEBI~EI  Ta  ~aTia Kal  To  avanvEuaTIKD  auaT~~a. 
Irritating to  eyes  and  respiratory  system  • 
Irritant  pour  les  yeux  et  les  voies  respiratoires. 
Irritante per  le  vie  respiratorie e  La  pelle. 
Irriterend voor  de  ogen  en  de  ademhalingswegen. 
R 36/38  Irriterer 0jnene  og  huden. 
Reizt  die  Augen  und  die  Haut. 
EpE8{~EI  Ta  ~OTIO KOI  TO  DEp~a. 
Irritating to  eyes  and  skin. 
Irritant pour  le$  yeux  et  La  peau. 
Irritante per gli  occhi  e  La  pelle. 
Irriterend voor  de  ogen  en  de  huid. 
R 36/37/38  Irriterer 0jnene,  andedr~tsorganerne og  huden. 
Reizt  die  Augen,  Atmungsorgane  und  die  Haut. 
EpEBI~EI  Ta  ~aTia,  To  avanvEuaTIKo  auaT~~a Kal  To  6£p~a. 
Irritating to  eyes,  respiratory  system  and  skin. 
Irritant  pour  les  yeux,  les  voies  respiratoires et  La  peau. 
Irritante per  gli  occhi,  le vie  respiratorie  e  La  pelle. 
Irriterend voor  de  ogen,  de  ademhalingswegen  en  de  huid. 
R 37/38  Irriterer  andedr~tsorganerne og  huden. 
Reizt  die  Atmungsorgane  und  die  Haut. 
EpEBI~EI  To  avanvEUOTIKD  auaT~~a Kal  To  6£p~a. 
Irritating to  respiratory  system  and  skin. 
Irritant  pour  les  voies  respiratoires et  La  peau. 
Irritante per  le  vie  respiratorie  e  La  pelle. 
Irriterend voor  ademhalingswegen  en  de  huid. R 42/43 
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Kan  forarsage  overf0Lsomhed  ved  indanding  og  ved  ber0ring med 
huden. 
Sensibilisierung durch  Einatmen  und  Hautkontakt  moglich. 
~uvaTal  va  npoKaAEOEI  EUalcrB~Tono(~cr~ 01a  T~~  Elcrnvo~~ Kal 
Ena~~~  ~E TO  oep~a. 
May  cause  sensitization by  inhalation and  skin  contact. 
Peut  entrainer une  sensibilisation par  inhalation et  contact 
avec  La  peau. 
Puo  provocare  sensibilizzazione per  inalazione e  contatto con 
La  pelle. 
Kan  overgevoeligheid veroorzaken  bij  inademing  of  contact  met 
de  huid. l4) 
BILAG  IV 
Forsigtighedsregler for farlige staffer 
ANLAGE  IV 
Sicherheitsratschlage fur gefahrliche Stoffe 
ntl.PAPTHMA  IV 
ANNEX  IV 
Safety advice  concerning dangerous  chemical  substances 
ANNEXE  IV 
Conseils de  prudence  concernant  les substances dangereuses 
ALLEGATO  IV 
Consigli  di  prudenza  riguardanti  le sostanze pericolose 
BIJLAGE  IV 






Opbevares  under  Las. 
Unter  VerschluA  aufbewahren. 
muAOOOETal  KAEICW~EVO. 
Keep  Locked  up. 
Conserver  sous  cle. 
Conservare  sotto chiave. 
Achter  slot  bewaren. 
Opbevares  utilg~ngeligt for  b0rn. 
Darf  nicht  in die  Hande  von  Kindern  gelangen. 
MaKpua  ana  na101a. 
Keep  out  of  reach  of  children. 
Conserver  hors  de  La  portee des  enfants. 
Conservare  fuori  della portata dei  bambini. 
Buiten  bereik  van  kinderen  bewaren. 
Opbevares  k0Ligt. 
Kuhl  aufbewahren. 
LE  5pocrEpa  ~8po~. 
Keep  in a  cool  place. 
Conserver  dans  un  endroit frais. 
Conservare  in  Luogo  fresco. 
Op  een  koele  plaats bewaren. 
Ma  ikke  opbevares  i  n~rheden af  beboelse. 
Von  Wohnplatzen  fernhalten. 
MaKpua  ana  KaTOIK~~EVOU~  X~POU~. 
Keep  away  from  Living  quarters. 
Conserver  a L'ecart  de  tout  Local  d'habitation. 
Conservare  Lontano  da  Locali  di  abitazione. 
Verwijderd  van  woonruimten  opbergen. 
Opbevares  under  •••  <en  egnet  v~ske som  angives  af 
fabrikanten). 
Unter  •••  aufbewahren  Cgeeignete  Flussigkeit  vom  Hersteller 
anzugeben). 
'  '  '  (  '~  61aT~pE1Tal  TO  nEpiEXO~EVO  ~Ecra OE  •••••  TO  EluO~ TOU 
KaTOAA~AOU uypou  Ka8opt~ETal  ana  TOV  KaTaOKEUaOT~). 
Keep  contents under  •••  (appropriate  Liquid  to  be  specified by 
the manufacturer). 
Conserver  sous  •••  Cliquide  approprie a specifier par  Le 
fabricant). 
Conservare  sotto  •••  Cliquido appropriate da  indicarsi  da  parte 
del  fabbricante). 
Onder •••  houden  Cgeschikte  vloeistof door  fabrikant  op  te 
geven). s 6 
s 7 
s 8 
s  9 
s  12 
s  13 
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Opbevares  under •••  (en  inaktiv  gas,  som  angives  af 
fabrikanten). 
Unter •••  aufbewahren  Cinertes  Gas  vom  Hersteller  anzugeben). 
1\  I  I  (  Is:,.  S:..  I  I 
ulaT~pEITal  GE  aT~OG~alpa ••••  TO  EluO~ TOU  aupaVOU~ aEpiOU 
Ka8op(~ETal  ana  TOV  KaTaGKEUaGT~). 
Keep  under •••  (inert  gas  to  be  specified  by  the  manufacturer). 
Conserver  sous •••  (gaz  inerte a  specifier par  le  fabricant). 
Conservare  sotto  •••  (gas  inerte da  indicarsi  da  parte del 
fabbricante). 
Onder •••  houden  (inert  gas  door  fabrikant  op  te geven). 
Emballagen  skal  holdes  t~t  lukket. 
Behalter dicht  geschlossen  halten. 
To  5oxEio  DtaT~pEITat  Ep~~TIKa  KAEIG~Evo. 
Keep  container  tightly  closed. 
Conserver  le  recipient  bien  ferme. 
Conservare  il recipiente  ben  chiuso. 
In  goed  gesloten verpakking  bewaren. 
Emballagen  skal  opbevares  t0rt. 
Behalter  trocken  halten. 
To  DoxEio  va  npocrTaTEUETal  ana  uypacrla. 
Keep  container dry. 
Conserver  le  recipient  a  l'abri  de  l'humidite. 
Conservare  al  riparo dall'umidita. 
Verpakking  droog  houden. 
Emballagen  skal  opbevares  pa  et  godt  ventileret  sted. 
Behalter  an  einem  gut  gelufteten Ort  aufbewahren. 
To  5oxEio  va  DtaT~pEITat  crE  KaAa  aEpt~a~Evo  ~8po~. 
Keep  container  in a  well-ventilated place. 
Conserver  le  recipient  dans  un  endroit  bien ventile. 
Conservare  il recipiente  in  luogo  ben  ventilate. 
Op  een  goed  geventileerde plaats  bewaren. 
Emballagen  ma  ikke  lukkes  t~t. 
Behalter nicht  gasdicht  verschlie~en. 
M~  DlaT~pEITal  TO  ooxEio  Ep~~TIKa KAEIG~Evo. 
Do  not  keep  the  container sealed. 
Ne  pas  fermer  hermetiquement  le  recipient. 
Non  chiudere  ermeticamente  il recipiente. 
De  verpakking  niet  hermetisch  sluiten. 
Ma  ikke  opbevares  sammen  med  n~rings- og  nydelsesmidler  samt 
foderstoffer. 
Von  Nahrungsmitteln,  Getranken  und  Futtermitteln fernhalten. 
MaKpua  ana  Tpa~l~a,  noTa  Kal  ~WOTpO~E~. 
Keep  away  from  food,  drink  and  animal  feeding  stuffs. 
Conserver  a  l'ecart des  aliments et  boissons  y  compris  ceux 
pour  animaux. 
Conservare  lontano da  alimenti  o  mang1m1  e  da  bevande. 
Verwijderd  houden  van  eet- en  drinkwaren  en  van  dierenvoeder. s  14 
s 15 
s  16 
s 17 
s  18 
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Opbevares  adskilt fra  •••  Cuforligelige stoffer,  som  angives  af 
fabrikanten). 
Von  •••  fernhalten  (lnkompatible  Substanzen  sind  vom  Hersteller 
anzugeben). 
MaKpua  ana  •.••  (acru~~aTE~  oucr{E~  Ka8op{~ovTal  ana  TOV 
KaTacrKEUacrT~)w 
Keep  away  from  (incompatible materials  to  be  indicated  by 
the manufacturer>. 
Conserver a l'ecart des  •••  (matieres  incompatibles a indiquer 
par  le fabricant). 
Conservare  lontano da  •••  Csostanze  incompatibili  da  precisare 
da  parte del  produttore). 
Verwijderd  houden  van  •••  (in te vullen door  de  fabrikant). 
Ma  ikke  uds~ttes for  varme. 
Vor  Hitze  schutzen. 
MaKpua.ana  8Ep~aT~Ta. 
Keep  away  from  heat. 
Conserver a l'ecart de  La  chaleur. 
Conservare  lontano  dal  calore. 
Verwijderd  houden  van  warmte. 
Holdes  v~k fra  ant~ndelseskilder- Rygning  forbudt. 
Von  Zundquellen  fernhalten  - Nicht  rauchen. 
,  ,  ,  1  ,~  A  ,  ,  MaKpua  ana  n~yE~ ava~~E~Ew~ - nayopEUETal  TO  Kanv1cr~a. 
Keep  away  from  sources of  ignition - No  smoking. 
Conserver a l'ecart de  toute  source d'ignition - Ne  pas  fumer. 
Conservare  lontano  da  fiamme  e  scintille- Non  fumare. 
Verwijderd  houden  van  ontstekingsbronnen - Niet  roken. 
Holdes  v~k fra  br~ndbare stoffer. 
Von  brennbaren  Stoffen fernhalten. 
MaKpua  ana  Kaucri~E~  oucr{E~. 
Keep  away  from  combustible  material. 
Tenir a l'ecart des  matieres  combustibles. 
Tenere  lontano  da  sostanze  combustibili. 
Verwijderd  houden  van  ontbrandbare  stoffen. 
Emballagen  skal  behandles  og  abnes  med  forsigtighed. 
Behalter mit  Vorsicht  offnen und  handhaben. 
XEtptcrTE{TE  Kal  avoi~TE To  DDXEio  npocrEKTIKa. 
Handle  and  open  container  with  care. 
Manipuler  et ouvrir  le  recipient  avec  prudence. 
Manipolare  ed  aprire il recipiente  con  cautela. 
Verpakking  voorzichtig behandelen  en  openen. s 20 
s  21 
s 22 
s 23 
s  24 
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Der  ma  ikke  spises eLler drikkes  under  brugen. 
Bei  der  Arbeit  nicht  essen  und  trinken. 
M~  TP~TE  ~ nlvETE  oTav  To  xp~cr1~ono1EtTE. 
When  using  do  not  eat or drink. 
Ne  pas  manger  et  ne  pas  boire pendant  L'utilisation. 
Non  mangiare  ne  bere  durante  l'impiego. 
Niet  eten of  drinken  tijdens gebruik. 
Der  ma  ikke  ryges  under  brugen. 
Bei  der  Arbeit  nicht  rauchen. 
M~  Kanvt~ETE oTav  To  XP~cr1~ono1EtTE. 
When  using  do  not  smoke. 
Ne  pas  fumer  pendant  L'utiLisation. 
Non  fumare  durante  L'impiego. 
Niet  roken  tijdens gebruik. 
Undga  indanding  af  st~v. 
Staub  nicht  einatmen. 
M~ avanvEETE  T~v  crKov~. 
Do  not  breathe dust. 
Ne  pas  respirer  Les  poussieres. 
Non  respirare  Le  poLveri. 
Stof niet  inademen. 
Undga  indanding  af gas/r0g/dampe/aerosoL-tagen  <den  eller de 
pag~Ldende betegnelser angives  af  fabrikanten). 
Gas/Rauch/Dampf/AerosoL  nicht  einatmen  <geeignete 
Bezeichnung<en)  vom  HersteLLer  anzugeben). 
M~ avanvEETE  aEpla/Kanvou~/EKVE~~~aTa  (6po~(o1)  KaTaAA~Ao~(ol) 
va  UTIODEIX80UV  ana  TOV  KQTOOKEUOOT~). 
Do  not  breathe gas/fumes/vapour/spray  (appropriate  wording  to 
be  specified by  the manufacturer). 
Ne  pas  respirer  les gaz/vapeurs/fumees/aerosols  (terme<s> 
approprie<s>  a indiquer  par  Le  fabricant). 
Non  respirare  i  gas/fumi/vapori/aerosoLi  <termine(i) 
appropriato(i)  da  precisare da  parte del  produttore)~ 
Gas/rook/damp/spuitnevel  niet  inademen  (geschikte term<en)  door 
de  fabrikant  aan  te geven>. 
Undga  kontakt  med  huden. 
Beruhrung  mit  der  Haut  vermeiden. 
Ano~EUYETE  Ena~~  ~E  To  68p~a. 
Avoid  contact  with  skin. 
Eviter  Le  contact  avec  La  peau. 
Evitare  iL  contatto con  La  pelLe. 
Aanraking  met  de  huid  vermijden. s 25 
s  26 
s  27 
s  28 
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Undga  kontakt  med  0jnene. 
Beruhrung  mit  den  Augen  vermeiden. 
Ano~EuyETE  Ena~~  ~E Ta  ~aTJa. 
Avoid  contact  with  eyes. 
Eviter  le contact  avec  les  yeux. 
Evitare il contatto con  gli  occhi. 
Aanraking  met  de  ogen  vermijden. 
I  tilf~lde af  stof 
s0g  l~ge. 
0jnene  skyl  straks grundigt  med  vand,  og 
Bei  Beruhrung  mit  den  Augen  grundlich  mit  Wasser  abspulen  und 
Arzt  konsultieren. 
LE  nEp(nT~O~  Ena~~~  ~E  TO  ~OTIQ nAUVETE  a~Ecr~~  ~E  a~Bovo VEpo 
KQI  ~~T~OTE  IOTpiK~  OU~~OUA~. 
In  case  of  contact  with  eyes,  rinse  immediately  with  plenty of 
water  and  seek  medical  advice. 
En  cas  de  contact  avec  les  yeux,  laver  immediatement  et 
abondamment  avec  de  l'eau et  consulter  un  specialiste. 
In  caso  di  contatto con  gli  occhi,  lavare  immediatemente  e 
abbondantemente  con  acqua  e  consultare  un  medico. 
Bij  aanraking  met  de  ogen  onmiddellijk  met  overvloedig  water 
afspoelen  en  deskundig  medisch  advies  inwinnen. 
Tilsmudset  t0j  tages  straks af. 
Beschmutzte,  getrankte  Kleidung  sofort  ausziehen. 
A~alpEcrTE  a~8a~~ oAa  Ta  Ev6u~aTa nou  8xouv  ~oAuvBE(. 
Take  off  immediately  all contaminated  clothing. 
Enlever  immediatement  tout  vetement  souille ou  eclabousse. 
Togliersi  di  dosso  immediatemente  gli  indumenti  contaminati. 
Verontreinigde  kleding  onmiddellijk  uittrekken. 
Straks efter brugen/kontakt  med  stoffet  afvask  med  rigelig  ••• 
(angives af  fabrikanten). 
Bei  Beruhrung  mit  der  Haut  sofort  abwaschen  mit  viel  •••  <vom 
Hersteller anzugeben). 
LE  nEplnT~cr~  Ena~~~  ~E  TO  68p~a,  nAUVETE  Q~EO~~  ~E  a~Bovo 
(To  E(Oo~ TOU  uypou  Ka8op(~ETQI  ana  TOV  KQTQOKEUOOT~). 
After  contact  with  skin,  wash  immediately  with  plenty of 
<to  be  specified  by  the  manufacturer). 
Apres  contact  avec  La  peau,  se  laver  immediatement  et 
abondamment  avec  •••  (produits  appropries  a indiquer  par  le 
fabricant). 
In  caso  di  contatto con  La  pelle  lavarsi  immediatemente  ed 
abbondantemente  con  (prodotti  idonei  da  indicarsi  da  parte 
del  fabbricante). 
Na  aanraking  met  de  huid  onmiddellijk  wassen  met  veel 
te geven  door  de  fabrikant). 







Ma  ikke  kommes  i  kloakafl0b. 
Nicht  in die  Kanalisation gelangen  lassen. 
M~  plxvETE  Ta  unoAEI~~aTa crT~v  anoxETEucr~. 
Do  not  empty  into drains. 
Ne  pas  jeter les  residus a l'egout. 
Non  gettare  i  residui  nelle fognature. 
Afval  niet  in de  gootsteen werpen. 
H~ld aldrig vand  pa  denne  vare. 
Niemals  Wasser  hinzugieBen.  , 
noTE  ~~ npocr8ETETE  vEpo  crTo  npo  'I ov 
Never  add  water  to this product. 
Ne  jamais  verser de  l'eau dans  ce 
Non  versare acqua  sul prodotto. 
Nooit  water  op  deze  stof gieten. 
auTo. 
produit. 
Tr~f foranstaltninger  mod  statisk elektricitet. 
MaBnahmen  gegen  elektrostatische Aufladungen  treffen. 
Aa~ETE npocrTOTEUTIKO  ~ETpa EVOVTI  ~AEKTpOOTOTIKmv  EKKEVmcrE~V. 
Take  precautionary measures  against  static discharges. 
Eviter  l'accumulation de  charges  electrostatiques. 
Evitare  l'accumulo di  cariche elettrostatiche. 
Maatregelen  treffen tegen ontladingen van  statische 
elektriciteit. 
Undga  st0d og  gnidning. 
Schlag  und  Reibung  vermeiden. 
Ano~EuyETE  TpavTay~aTa Kal  TPI~~. 
Avoid  shock  and  friction. 
Eviter  le  choc  et  le  frottement. 
Evitare  l'urto e  lo  sfregamento. 
Schok  en  wrijving  vermijden. 
Stoffet og  emballagen  skal  bortskaffes pa  en  sikker made. 
Abfalle und  Behalter mussen  in gesicherter Weise  beseitigt 
werden. 
napTE  Tl~  anapalT~TE~ npo~UAO~EI~ npOKEI~EVOU VO  anopp(~ETE 
(nETO~ETE) TO  npo¥6v. 
This  material  and  its container must  be  disposed  of  in a  safe 
way. 
Ne  se  debarasser de  ce  produit  et de  son  recipient qu'en 
prenant  toute precaution d'usage. 
Non  disfarsi  del  prodotto e  del  recipiente  se  non  con  le dovute 
precauzioni. 
Deze  stof en  de  verpakking  op  veilige wijze  afvoeren. 
Under  arbejdet  b~res egnet  beskyttelsesdragt. 
Bei  der  Arbeit  geeignete Schutzkleidung  tragen. 
$opaTE  KaTaAA~A~ npocrTaTEUTIK~  Ev6u~acrla. 
Wear  suitable protective clothing. 
Porter  un  vetement  de  protection approprie. 
Usare  indumenti  protettivi  adatti. 
Draag  geschikte  beschermende  kleding. s  37 
s  38 
s  39 
s  40 
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Under  arbejdet  bzres dertil egnede  beskyttelseshandsker. 
Geeignete  Schutzhandschuhe  tragen. 
$op6TE  KaTd~A~Aa y6vT•a. 
Wear  suitable gloves. 
Porter des  gants  appropri~s. 
Usare  guanti  adatti. 
Draag  geschikte  handschoenen. 
Hvis  effektiv ventilation  ikke  er mulig,  brug  egnet 
andedrztsvzrn. 
Bei  unzureichender  Beluftung  Atemschutzgerat  anlegen. 
LE  nEptnTwcr~  ~~  EnapKou~  aEplcr~ou,  xp~crl~onoiEJTal  KaTaAA~A~ 
I  I 
avanVEUOTIK~ OUOKEU~. 
In  case  of  insufficient ventilation,  wear  suitable respiratory 
equipment. 
En  cas  de  ventilation insuffisante porter un  appareil 
respiratoire approprie. 
In  caso  di  ventilazione insufficiente,  usare  un  apparecchio 
respiratorio adatto. 
Bij  ontoereikende ventilatie een  geschikt  ademhalingsbeschut-
tingsmiddel  dragen. 
Under  arbejdet  bzres beskyttelsesbriller/ansigtsskzrm. 
Schutzbrille/Gesichtsschutz tragen. 
Xp~crt~onotEITE  crucrKEU~  npocrTacr{a~  ~aTt@v/npocr@nou. 
Wear  eye/face protection. 
Porter  un  appareil  de  protection des  yeux/du  visage. 
Proteggersi  gli  occhi/la faccia. 
Een  beschermingsmiddel  voor  de  ogen/voor  het  gezicht  dragen. 
Gulvet  og  tilsmudsede  genstande  renses  med  •••  (midlerne 
angives  af fabrikanten). 
FuBboden  und  verunreinigte  Gegenstande  mit  •••  reinigen 
(Material  vom  Hersteller anzugeben). 
l1a TO  Ka8aptcr~O TOU  naT@~aTo~ Kat  OAWV  TWV  aVTIKEI~EVWV nou 
EXOUV  ~oAuvBE{ ana  TO  aUTO  uAIKO  XP~OI~OnOtEITE ...  (To  g{oo~ 
I  I  I) 
Ka80pi~ETal  ana  TOV  KQTaOKEUQOT~  . 
To  clean  the floor  and  all objects  contaminated  by  this 
material,  use  •••  (to  be  specified by  the  manufacturer). 
Pour  nettoyer  le  sol  ou  les objets souilles par  ce  produit, 
utiliser  •••  <a  preciser par  le  fabricant). 
Per  pulire il pavimento  e  gli  oggetti  contaminati  da  questa 
prodotto,  usare  •••  <da  precisare da  parte del  produttore). 
Voor  de  reiniging  van  de  vloer en  alle voorwerpen  verontreinigd 
met  dit materiaal,  •••  gebruiken  <aan  te geven  door  de 
fabrikant). s  41 
s 42 
s  43 
(5) 
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Ved  brand eller eksplosioner  undga  at  indande  r0gen. 
Explosions- und  Brandgase  nicht  einatmen. 
L:e  TTe:p lnTCJCJI")  nupKa'iac;  Ka 1  /~  e:Kp~~e:CJc;  IJI"JV  avanv8e:Te:  Touc; 
Kanvouc;. 
In  case of  fire and/or  explosion  do  not  breathe  fumes. 
En  cas  d'incendie et/ou d'explosion  ne  pas  respirer  les  fumees. 
In  caso  di  incendio e/o esplosione  non  respirare  i  fumi. 
In  geval  van  brand  en/of  explosie  inademen  van  rook  vermijden. 
Brug  egnet  andedr~tsv~rn ved  rygning/spr0jtning  (den  eller de 
pag~ldende betegnelser  angives  af  fabrikanten). 
Bei  Rauchern/Verspruhen  geeignetes  Atemschutzgerat  anlegen 
(geeignete  Bezeichnung(en)  vom  Hersteller anzugeben). 
L:e:  ne:plnTCJCJil  napayCJy~c;  Kanvou  ~  e:Kve:~@IJaToc;  XPI"JOIIJonote:ITe: 
KOTOAAI")AI")  avanVE:UCJTIK~  CJUCJKEU~  (opoc;(ot)  KOTOAAI")Aoc;(ot)  va 
Un0081X80UV  ano  TOV  KQTOCJK8UQCJT-~). 
During  fumigation/spraying  wear  suitable  respiratory equipment 
(appropriate  wording  to  be  specified  by  the  manufacturer). 
Pendant  les  fumigations/pulverisations  porter  un  appareil 
respiratoire approprie  <terme(s)  approprie(s)  a indiquer  par  le 
fabricant). 
Durante  le  fumigazioni  usare  un  apparecchio  respiratorio adatto 
<termine(i)  appropriato(i)  da  precisare da  parte del 
produttore). 
Tijdens  de  ontsmetting/bespuiting een  geschikt  ademhalings-
toestel  dragen  (geschikte  term<en)  door  de  fabrikant  aan  te 
geven). 
Ved  brandslukning  brug  •••  <angives  af  fabrikanten.  Safremt 
vand  ikke  rna  bruges,  tilf0jes "Brug  ikke  vand"). 
Zum  Loschen  •••  <vom  Hersteller anzugeben)  verwenden  <wenn 
Wasser  die  Gefahr  erhoht,  anf~gen  :  "Kein  Wasser  verwenden"). 
L:e:  ne:p(nTCJCJI")  nupKa~ac; XPI"JOt!Jonote:lcrTe:  ..•  (Ava~8paTe: To  aKpta8c; 
e:(6oc;  IJEOCJV  KaTacra8cre:CJc;.  Eav  TO  ve:po  au~OV81  TOV  KlVOUVO 
8 
I  M  I  I  1\  npocr  ECJTE:  11  XPI"JOIIJOnotEITE  noTe:  ve:poJ. 
In  case  of  fire,  use  •••  (indicate  in  the  space  the  precise 
type  of  fire-fighting  equipment.  If  water  increases  the  risk, 
add  -Never use  water). 
En  cas  d'incendie utiliser  •••  (moyens  d'extinction a preciser 
par  le fabricant.  Si  l'eau augmente  les  risques  ajouter  "Ne 
jamais  utiliser d'eau"). 
In  casi  di  incendio  usare  •••  (mezzi  estinguenti  idonei  da 
indicarsi  da  parte del  fabbricante.  Se  l'acqua  aumenta  il 
rischio precisare  "Non  usare acqua"). 
In  geval  van  brand  •••  gebruiken  (blusmiddelen  aan  te duiden 
door  de  fabrikant.  Indien  water  het  risico vergroot  toevoegen 
"Nooit  water gebruiken"). 544 
s  45 
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Ved  ildebefindende  kontakt  lzge; vis etiketten hvis  muligt. 
Bei  Unwohlsein  arztlichen  Rat  einholen  (wenn  moglich  dieses 
Etikett vorzeigen>. 
Eav  a1cr8avBEITE  a61a8Ecrla,  ~~T~OTE  laTpiK~  cru~~ouA~  (aEI~TE  T~v 
ETIKeTTa  onou  Efval  OUVQTO). 
If you  feel  unwell,  seek  medical  advice  <show  the  label  where 
possible>. 
En  cas  de  malaise  consulter  un  medecin  <si  possible  lui  montrer 
l'etiquette>. 
In  caso  di  malessere consultare il medico  <se  possibile, 
mostrargli  l'etichetta). 
Indien  men  zich onwel  voelt een  arts  raadplegen  (indien 
mogelijk  hem  dit etiket tonen). 
Ved  ulykkestilfzlde eller ved  ildebefindende er omgaende 
lzgebehandling  n0dvendig;  vis etiketten hvis  muligt. 
Bei  Unfall  oder  Unwohlsein  sofort  Arzt  zuziehen  (wenn  moglich 
dieses  Etikett vorzeigen). 
LE  nEplnT~cr~  aTUX~~aTo~  ~ av  alcr8av8E(TE  a01a8Ecrla  ~~T~OTE 
1  1  (.l  \  I  (S:.  I  I  I  I  I 
a~EO~~  laTpiK~  OU~~OU~~  uEI~TE T~V ETIKETTQ  OnOU  aUTO  EIVQI 
OUVQTO) • 
In  case of  accident or if you  feel  unwell,  seek  medical  advice 
immediately  <show  the  label  where  possible). 
En  cas  d'accident  ou  de  malais~ ~onsulter immediatement  un 
medecin  (si  possible  lui  montrer  l'etiquette). 
In  caso  di  incidente o  di  malessere  consultare  immediatamente 
il medico  <se  possibile, mostrargli  l'etichetta). 
In  geval  van  ongeval  of  indien  men  zich  onwel  voelt 
onmiddellijk  een  arts  raadplegen  <indien  mogelijk  hem  dit 
etiket  tonen). S46 
s 47 
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Ved  indtagelse,  kontakt  omgaende  l~ge og  vis denne  beholder 
eller etiket. 
Bei  Verschlucken  sofort arztlichen  Rat  einholen  und  Verpackung 
oder  Etikett vorzeigen. 
LE  nep(nT~O~  KaTanocrE~~,  va  ~~T~8E(  a~Ecr~~  IOTpiK~  OU~~OUA~ KOI 
va  EniOEIX8E(  TO  ooxelo  ~  ~  ETIKETTO. 
If  swallowed,  seek  medical  advice  immediately  and  show  this 
container or  label. 
En  cas  d'ingestion consulter  immediatement  un  medecin  et  lui 
montrer  l'emballage ou  l'etiquette. 
In  caso d'ingestione consultare  immediatamente  il medico  e 
mostrargli  il contenitore o  l'etichetta. 
In  geval  van  inslikken onmiddellijk  een  arts  raadplegen  en 
verpakking  of etiket tonen. 
Ma  ikke  opbevares  ved  temperaturer  pa  over  •••  °C  <angives  af 
fabrikanten). 
Nicht  bei  Temperaturen  uber  •••  °C  aufbewahren  (vom  Hersteller 
anzugeben). 
6IOT~pE{Tal  OE  8Ep~OKpacr(a  (a~~ KOT~TEp~  T~V  ••••  8C  (npo~ 
l:.  ,  ,  '  ) 
np00u10p10~0 ano  TOV  KOTOOKEUOOT~  • 
Keep  at  temperature  not  exceeding  •••  °C  <to  be  specified  by 
the  manufacturer). 
Conserver a une  temperature  ne  depassant  pas  •••  °C  (a  preciser 
par  le  fabricant). 
Conservare  a  temperatura  non  superiore a  •••  °C  (da  precisare 
da  parte del  fabbricante). 
Sewaren  bij  een  temperatuur  beneden  •••  °C  <aan  te geven  door 
de  fabrikant>. s 48 
s 49 
s  50 
s  51 
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Holdes  befugtet  med  •••  (passende  middel  angives  af 
fabrikanten). 
Feucht  halten  mit  •••  Cgeeignetes  Mittel  vom  Hersteller 
anzugeben). 
blaT~pE{Tal  uypo  ~E  ...  (KaTOAA~Aa uypo  nau  npEnEI  va 
,  '  ')  Ka8apiOTEI  ana  TaV  KaTaOKEUaOT~ 
Keep  wetted  with  •••  (appropriate material  to  be  specified  by 
the  manufacturer). 
Maintenir  humide  avec  •••  (moyen  approprie a preciser par  le 
fabricant). 
Mantenere  umido  con  •••  (mezzo  appropriate da  precisare da 
parte del  fabbricante). 
Inhoud  vochtig  houden  met  •••  (middel  aan  te  geven  door  de 
fabrikant). 
Ma  kun  opbevares  i  den  originale emballage. 
Nur  im  Originalbehalter aufbewahren. 
blaT~pE{TaJ  ~ova  ~€cra  crTa  apx1Ko  6oxE{a. 
Keep  only  in  the original  container. 
Conserver  uniquement  dans  le  recipient  d'origine. 
Conservare  soltanto nel  recipiente originale. 
Uitsluitend  in de  oorspronkelijke verpakking  bewaren. 
Ma  ikke  blandes  med  •••  (angives  af  fabrikanten). 
Nicht  mischen  mit  •••  (vom  Hersteller anzugeben). 
Na  ~~V ava~IX8E(  ~E  • ••  (Ka8ap(~ETQI  ana  TaV  KaTaOKEUacrT~). 
Do  not  mix  with  •••  (to  be  specified by  the  manufacturer). 
Ne  pas  melanger  avec  •••  (a  specifier par  le  fabricant). 
Non  mescolare  con  •••  (da  specificare da  parte del 
fabbricante). 
Niet  vermengen  met  •••  (aan  te geven  door  de  fabrikant). 
Ma  kun  bruges  pa  steder  med  god  ventilation. 
Nur  in  gut  gelufteten Bereichen  verwenden. 
Xp~crJ~anaJE(Tal  ~ova OE  x~pau~  ~E naAU  KaAD  aEplcr~o. 
Use  only  in  well  ventilated areas. 
Utiliser seulement  dans  des  zones  bien ventilees. 
Usare  soltanto in  luogo  ben  ventilate. 
Uitsluitend op  goed  geventileerde  plaatsen gebruiken. s 52 
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B0r  ikke  anvendes  til st0rre flader  i  beboelses- eller 
opholdsrum. 
Nicht  gro~flachig fur  Wohn- und  Aufenthaltsraume  zu  verwenden. 
Na  ~~  xp~cr1~ono1~8EI crE  EUpElE~  Eni~OVEIE~ crE  KaTOIKDU~Evou~ 
I 
xwpou~ 
Not  recommended  for  interior use  on  large  surface areas. 
Ne  pas  utiliser sur de  grandes  surfaces dans  les  locaux 
habites. 
Non  utilizzare su  grandi  superfici  in  locali  abitati. 
Niet  voor  gebruik  op  grate oppervlakken  in  woon- en 




Kombination  af S-sztninger 
Kombination  der S-satze 
ruv6ua~O~ TmV  ~pQOEmV 
Combination  of S-phrases 
Combinaison  des  phrases S 
Combinazioni  delle frasi  S 
Kombinatie  van  de  S-zinnen 
Opbevares  under  las og  utilg~ngeligt for  b~rn. 
Unter  VerschluA  und  fur  Kinder  unzu~anglich aufbewahren. 
muAa~TE To  KAEIO~~£vo Kal  ~aKpua ana  na101a. 
Keep  locked  up  and  out  of  reach  of  children. 
Conserver  sous  cle et  hors  de  portee des  enfants. 
Conservare  sotto chiave  e  fuori  della portata dei  bambini. 
Achter  slot en  buiten bereik  van  kinderen  bewaren. 
Emballagen  opbevares  t~t  lukket  pa  et  k~ligt, godt  ventileret 
sted. 
Behalter dicht  geschlossen halten und  an  einem  kuhlen,  gut 
gelufteten Ort  aufbewahren. 
61aT~p~craTE  TO  ODXE{o  KaA~~  KAEIO~EVO OE  X~PO OpocrEpO  KOI  KaA~~ 
aEpi~O~EVO. 
Keep  container tightly closed  in a  cool,  well-ventilated place. 
Conserver  le  recipient  bien  ferme  dans  un  endroit  frais bien 
ventile. 
Tenere  il recipiente ben  chiuso  in  luogo  fresco  ben  ventilate. 
Gesloten  verpakking  op  een  koele  en  goed  geventileerde plaats 
bewaren. 
Opbevares  k~ligt og  pa  et  godt  ventileret sted. 
Behalter  an  einem  kuhlen,  gut  ~elufteten Ort  aufbewahren. 
61aT~pE{Tal  crE  5pooEpo  Kal  KaAa  aEpi~O~Evo ~Epa~. 
Keep  in  a  cool,  well-ventilated place. 
Conserver  dans  un  endroit  frais et  bien ventile. 
Tenere  il recipiente  in  luogo  fresco eben ventilate. 
Op  een  koele  en  goed  geventileerde plaats bewaren. s 3/9/14 
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Opbevares  k~ligt, godt  ventileret og  adskilt  fra 
(uforligelige staffer angives  af  fabrikanten). 
An  einem  kuhlen,  gut  gelufteten Ort,  entfernt  von 
aufbewahren  (die Stoffe,  mit  denen  Kontakt  vermieden  werden 
muB,  sind  vom  Hersteller anzugeben). 
~laT~pE{Tal  OE  Dpocrgpa  Kal  KaAa  aEpl~a~EVO ~Epa~  ~aKpua ana 
(acru~~aTa UAIKQ  nou  UnODEIKVUOVTal  ana  TOV  KaTaOKEUacrT~). 
Keep  in  a  cool,  well  ventilated place  away  from  ••• 
(incompatible  materials  to  be  indicated  by  the  manufacturer). 
Conserver  dans  un  endroit  frais et  bien ventile a l'ecart 
des  •••  (matieres  incompatibles  a indiquer  par  le  fabricant). 
Conservare  in  luogo  fresco eben ventilato  lontano  da  ••• 
(materiali  incompatibili  da  p~ecisare da  parte  del 
fabbricante). 
Sewaren  op  een  koele,  goed  geventileerde plaats  vewijderd 
van  •••  (stoffen,  waarmee  contact  vermeden  dient  te worden, 
aan  te geven  door  de  fabrikant). 
s 3/9/14/49  Ma  kun  opbevares  i  originalemballagen  pa  et  k~ligt, godt 
ventileret sted og  adskilt  fra  •••  <uforligelige staffer 
angives  af  fabrikanten). 
Nur  im  Originalbehalter an  einem  kuhlen,  gut  gelufteten Ort, 
entfernt  von  •••  aufbewahren  <die  Stoffe,  mit  denen  Kontakt 
vermieden  werden  muB,  sind  vom  Hersteller anzugeben>. 
A  I  I  I  I~  I  ~  1  1 
ulaT~pEITal  ~OVO  ~Ecra  OTO  apXIKO  uOXEIO  OE  upocrEpO  Kal  KaAa 
aEpl~a~EVO ~Epa~ ana  ...  (acru~~aTa  UAIKQ  nou  unoDEIKVUOVTal  ana 
TOV  KaTaOKEUacrT~). 
Keep  only  in  the original  container  in  a  cool,  well  ventilated 
place  away  from  •••  (incompatible  materials  to  be  indicated  by 
the manufacturer). 
Conserver  uniquement  dans  le  recipient  d'origine dans  un 
endroit frais  et  bien ventile a l'ecart  de  ••• <matieres 
incompatibles a indiquer  par  le  fabricant). 
Conservare  soltanto nel  contenitore originale  in  Luogo  fresco  e 
ben  ventilato  Lontano  da  •••  (materiali  incompatibili  da 
precisare da  parte del  fabbricante). 
Uitsluitend  in de  oorspronkelijke verpakking  bewaren  op  een 
koele,  goed  geventileerde plaats  verwijderd  van  •••  <stoffen, 
waarmee  contact  vermeden  dient  te worden,  aan  te  geven  door  de 
fabrikant). s 3/9/49 
s  3/14 
s  7/8 
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M~ kun  opbevares  i  originalemballagen  ~~ et  k~ligt, godt 
ventileret  sted. 
Nur  im  Originalbehalter an  einem  kuhlen,  gut  gelufteten  Ort 
aufbewahren. 
1  I  Is;:_  I  s;:_  I  ').1 
6taT~pE{Tal  ~OVO  ~Ecra  OTO  apXIKO  uDXEIO  08  upocrEpO  Kal  Ka~a 
aEpi~D~EVO  ~£po~. 
Keep  only  in  the original  container  in  a  cool  well  ventilated 
place. 
Conserver  uniquement  dans  le  recipient  d'origine dans  un 
endroit frais  et  bien ventile. 
Conservare  soltanto nel  contenitore originale  in  luogo  fresco  e 
ben  ventilate. 
Uitsluitend  in de  oorspronkelijke verpakking  bewaren  op  een 
koele,  goed  geventileerde plaats. 
Opbevares  k~ligt og  adskilt  fra  •••  (uforligelige stoffer 
angives  af  fabrikanten). 
An  einem  kuhlen,  von  •••  entfernten Ort  aufbewahren  (die 
Stoffe,  mit  denen  Kontakt  vermieden  werden  mu~, sind  vom 
Hersteller  anzugeben). 
6taT~pE{Tal  crE  5pocrEpo  ~Epa~  ~aKpua ano 
1  I  I  )  unOOEIKVUOVTal  ana  TOV  KaTacrKEUacrT~  • 
(acru~~aTa uA.tKa  nou 
Keep  in  a  cool  place  away  from  •••  (incompatible materials  to 
be  indicated  by  the  manufacturer). 
Conserver  dans  un  endroit  frais  a  l'ecart des  •••  (matieres 
incompatibles a indiquer par  le  fabricant). 
Conservare  in  luogo  fresco  lontano da  •••  (materiali 
incompatibili  da  precisare da  parte del  fabbricante). 
Sewaren  op  een  koele  plaats  verwijderd  van  •••  (stoffen, 
waarmee  contact  vermeden  dient  te worden,  aan  te geven  door  de 
fabrikant). 
Emballagen  skal  holdes  t~t  lukket  og  opbevares  t~rt. 
Behalter  trocken  und  dicht  geschlossen  halten. 
Is;:_  I  I  l.  I  I  I  To  ODXEID  utaT~pEtTat  Ep~~TtKa  K~Etcr~Evo Kat  npocrTaTEUETat  ana 
I 
T~v uypacrta. 
Keep  container tightly closed and  dry. 
Conserver  le  recipient  bien  ferme  et a l'abri  de  l'humidite. 
Conservare  il recipiente ben  chiuso  e  al  riparo dall'umidata. 
Droog  houden  en  in  een  goed  gesloten  verpakking  bewaren. s 7/9 
s 20/21 
s  24/25 
s 36/37 
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Emballagen  skal  holdes  t~t  lukket  og  opbevares  pa  et  godt 
ventileret  sted. 
Behalter dicht  geschlossen an  einem  gut  gelufteten Ort 
aufbewahren. 
To  ooxEio  6taT~pEITat  Ep~~TtKa  KAEtcr~8vo Kat  crE  KaAa  aEpl~o~Evo 
I 
~Epa~. 
Keep  container tightly closed  and  in  a  well-ventilated place. 
Conserver  le  recipient  bien  ferme  dans  un  endroit  bien ventile. 
Tenere  il recipiente ben  chiuso  e  in  luogo  ben  ventilato. 
Gesloten  verpakking  op  een  goed  geventileerde plaats bewaren. 
Der  rna  ikke  spises, drikkes eller  ryges  under  brugen. 
Bei  der  Arbeit  nicht  essen,  trinken,  rauchen. 
'OTav  To  xp~crt~onotEITE  ~~  Tp~TE,  nlvETE  ~  Kanvi~ETE. 
When  using  do  not  eat, drink  or  smoke. 
Ne  pas  manger,  ne  pas  boire et  ne  pas  fumer  pendant 
L'utilisation. 
Non  mangiare,  ne  bere,  ne  fumare  durante  l'impiego. 
Niet  eten,  drinken  of  roken  tijdens gebruik. 
Undga  kontakt  med  huden  og  0jnene. 
Beruhrung  mit  den  Augen  und  der  Haut  vermeiden. 
Ano~EuyETE  Ena~n  ~E To  68p~a Kat  ~E Ta  ~aTta. 
Avoid  contact  with  skin  and  eyes. 
Eviter  le  contact  avec  La  peau  et  les  yeux. 
Evitare il contatto con  gli  occhi  e  con  La  pelle. 
Aanraking  met  de  ogen  en  de  huid  vermijden. 
Under  arbejdet  b~res dertil egnede  beskyttelsesdragt  og 
- handsker. 
Bei  der  Arbeit  geeignete Schutzhandschuhe  und  Schutzkleidung 
tragen. 
mopaTE  KaTOAA~A~ npocrTaTEUTtK~  EVOU~acr(a Kat  yavTta. 
Wear  suitable protective clothing and  gloves. 
Porter  un  vetement  de  protection et  des  gants  appropries. 
Usare  indumenti  protettivi  e  guanti  adatti. 
Draag  geschikte  handschoenen  en  beschermende  kleding. 
S 36/37/39  Under  arbejdet  b~res dertil egnede  beskyttelsesdragt, 
- handsker  og  -briller/ansigtssk~rm 
Bei  der  Arbeit  geeignete Schutzkleidung,  Schutzhandschuhe  und 
Schutzbrille/Gesichtsschutz tragen. 
mopaTE  KaTaAA~A~ npocrTaTEUTtK~  Ev6u~acrla,  yavTta  Kat  crucrKEu~ 
npocrTacrla~  ~aTt~v/npocr~nou. 
Wear  suitable protective clothing,  gloves  and  eye/face 
protection. 
Porter  un  vetement  de  protection appropr1e,  des  gants  et  un 
appareil  de  protection des  yeux/du  visage. 
Usare  indumenti  protettivi  e  guanti  adatti  e  proteggersi  gli 
occhi/la faccia. 
Draag  geschikte  beschermende  kleding,  handschoenen  en  een 




Under  arbejdet  b~res dertil egnede  beskyttelsesdragt  og 
- briller/ansigtssk~rm. 
Bei  der  Arbeit  geeignete  Schutzkleidung  und  Schutzbrille/ 
Gesichtsschutz  tragen. 
$opaTE  KaTaAA~A~ npocrTaTEUTIK~  EvDu~acrla Kat  crucrKEU~  npocrTacr(a~ 
~aTtwv/npocrwnou. 
Wear  suitable protective clothing and  eye/face protection. 
Porter  un  vetement  de  protection approprie et  un  appareil  de 
protection des  yeux/du  visage. 
Usare  indumenti  protettivi  adatti  e  proteggersi  gli  occhi/la 
faccia. 
Draag  geschikte  beschermende  kleding  en  een  beschermingsmiddel 
voor  de  ogen/voor  het  gezicht. 
Under  arbejdet  b~res dertil egnede  beskyttelseshandsker  og 
- briller/ansigtssk~rm. 
Bei  der  Arbeit  geeignete  Schutzhandschuhe  und  Schutzbrille/Ge-
sichtschutz tragen. 
$opaTE  KaTaAA~Aa yavTta  Kat  crucrKEu~  npocrTacrla~  ~aTtcav/npocrwnou. 
Wear  suitable gloves  and  eye/face protection. 
Porter des  gants  appropries  et  un  appareil  de  protection des 
yeux/du  visage. 
Usare  guanti  adatti  e  proteggersi  gli  occhi/la  faccia. 
Draag  geschikte  handschoenen  en  een  beschermingsmiddel  voor  de 
ogen/voor  het  gezicht. 
Ma  kun  opbevares  i  originalemballagen ved  en  temperatur  pa  ikke 
over  •••  °C  (angives  af  fabrikanten). 
Nur  im  Originalbehalter bei  einer  Temperatur  von  nicht  uber  ••• 
°C  <vom  Hersteller  anzugeben)  aufbewahren. 
'  '  '  '.s.:'  8  '''  ~laT~pEITQI  ~OVO  ~Ecra  GTO  apXIKO  uDXEIO  GE  Ep~OKpacrla  IG~  ~ 
KQTWTEp~ TWV  •..  8C  (npo~  npocrDIOplcr~o ano  TOV  KQTQGKEUQGT~). 
Keep  only  in  the original  container at  temperature  not 
exceeding  •••  °C  <to  be  specified by  the  manufacturer). 
Conserver  uniquement  dans  le  recipient  d'origine a  temperature 
ne  depassant  pas  •••  °C  <a  preciser par  le  fabricant). 
Conservare  soltanto nel  contenitore originale a  temperatura  non 
superiore  a  •••  °C  (da  precisare da  parte del  fabbricante). 
Uitsluitend  in de  oorspronkelijke verpakking  bewaren  bij  een 
temperatuur  beneden  •••  °C  (aan  te geven  door  de  fabrikant). ANNEX VI 
GENERAL  CLASSIFICATION  AND  LABELLING  REQUIREMENTS  FOR  DANGEROUS 
SUBSTANCES 
Part I 
A.  Save where otherwise provided in the scp;tratc  Dirc~tives on dangerous preparations, the substances 
and preparations shall be classified as vcr~ to:-.i~.:, tm,i~.: or harmful according to the following criteria: 
(a)  classification as  very toxic, toxic or harmful shall be effected by determining the acute toxicity 
of the commercial substance or preparation in animals, expressed in LD50 or LC50 values with 
the following parameters being taken as  reference values: 
1  l>so  .1hsorbed  1  D_,0  pacutaneous  LLsu  :1hsorbed by 
Category  ""1ih  m rat  absorp11on  in rat or rabbit  mh.11.111on in rat 
mgikg  mg/kg  mg; hrrclfour hours 
Very toxic  ~25  ~50  ~0·5 
Toxic  25 to  200  50 to  400  0·5 to  2 
Harmful  200 to 2000  400 to 2 000  2  to20 
(b)  if facts  show that for  the purposes of classification it is  inadvisable to use  the LD50 or LC50 
values  as  a  principal  basis  because  the substances  or preparations produce other effects,  the 
substances or preparations shall be classified according to the magnitude of these effects. 
Part D 
B.  Save where otherwise provided in  separate Directives on dangerous preparations, 
substances and preparations shall be classified as corrosive or as irritant according 
·to the following criteria: 
(a)  Corrosion criteria 
A substance or a preparation is considered to be corrosive if, when it is applied 
to healthy intact animal-skin, it produces full thickness destruction of skin tissue 
on at least one animal during the test for skin irritation cited in Annex V or 
during an equivalent method or if the result can be predicted, for example from 
strongly acid or alkaline reactions. 
(b) Irritation criteria 
A  substance  or  a  preparation  is  considered  to  be  irritant  if  it  causes 
inflammation of the skin or ocular lesions corresponding to the evaluation of the 
parameters given below.: 
1.  Inflammation of the skin 
(i) Inflammation of the skin which persists for  at least 24 hours after an 
exposure period of up  to four hours and corresponds to the following 
values determined on the rabbit according to the cutaneous irritation test 
method cited in Annex V: 
the  mean  value  of  the  scores  for  either  erythema  and  eschar 
formation  or  oedema  formation,  calculated  over  all  the  animals 
tested, is two or more, 
or, in  the case  where the Annex V test has  been  completed using 
three  animals,  either  erythema  and  eschar  formation  or oedema 
formation equivalent to a mean value of two or more calculated for 
each animal separately has been observed in two or more animals. 
In  both  cases  all  scores  at  each  of the  reading  times  (24,  48  and 
72 hours) for an effect should be used in calculating the respective mean 
values. (ii) If practical  experience  shows  the  substances  and  preparations  to  be 
capable of inducing a sensitization reaction in a substantial number of 
persons  by  skin  contact,  or  on  the  basis  of a  positive  response  in 
experimental animals. 
In the case of the test method for skin sensitization detailed in Annex V 
or in the case of other adjuvant-type test methods a response in at least 
30% of the animals is considered positive. For any other test method a 
response in at least 15 % of the animals is considered positive. 
2.  Ocular lesion 
Ocular  lesions  which  occur  within  72  hours  after  exposure  and  which 
persist  for  at  least  24  hours  and  correspond  to  the  following  values 
determined on the rabbit according to the eye irritation test method cited in 
Annex V: 
the mean  value of the scores for each type of lesion, calculated over all 
the animals tested, is one of the following: 
cornea opacity 
iris lesion 
redness of conjunctivae 
oedema of conjunctivae (chemosis) 
two or more 
one or more 
2,5 or more 
two or more 
or, in the case where the Annex V test has been completed using three 
animals,  either  cornea  opacity,  iris  lesion,  redness  of conjunctive  or 
oedema of conjunctive (chemosis) equivalent to a mean value such as is 
quoted  above,  but  calculated  for  each  animal  separately,  has  been 
observed in two or more animals. 
In both cases all  scores at each of the reading times (24, 48 and 72 hours) 
and  for  an  effect  should  be  used  in  calculating  the  respective  means 
values. 
C.  If the facts show the existence of effects other than the acute effects indicated by experiments with 
animals, e.g.  carcinogenic,  mutagenic,  allergenic,  sub-acute  or chronic  effects,  the  substances  or 
preparati?ns shall be classified according to the magnitude of these effects. 16. 9. 83  Official Journal of the European Communities 
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1.  GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1.  The  information  provided  in  this  document  is  intended  as  a  guide  for  all  those  concerned 
(manufacturers, importers, national authorities) with methods of classifying  and labelling dangerous 
substances and preparations. It sets out the general principles governing the classification and labelling 
of substances and preparations referred to in Article 3 (3) of Directive 67/548/EEC, bearing in  mind 
the  exceptions  mentioned  in  Article  3  (3)  - 'save  where  contrary  requirements  for  dangerous 
preparations are specified in separate Directives'. 
1.2.  The labelling requirements of this Directive and the separate Directives on dangerous preparations are 
intended  to provide  a  primary  means  by  which  the  general  public  and persons  at work  are given 
essential information about dangerous substances and preparations. The label draws the attention of 
persons  handling  or  using  substances  and  preparations  to  the  inherent  danger  of  certain  such 
materials. 
The label may also serve to draw attention to more comprehensive product information on safety and 
use available in other forms. 
1.3.  The label takes account of all potential hazards which are likely to be faced in  the normal handling and 
use of dangerous substances and preparations when in the form in which they are placed on the market, 
but not necessarily in any different form in which they may finally be used, e.g. diluted. The most severe 
hazards are highlighted by symbols, such hazards and those arising from other dangerous properties are 
specified in  staRdard risk phrases, and safety phrases give  advice on necessary precautions. 
The  information  is  completed  by  the  name  of the  substance  under  an  internationally  recognized 
chemical  nomenclature,  and  the  name  and  address  of the  manufacturer,  or the  distributor  or  the 
importer. 
1.4.  With  respect  to  substances  referred  to  in  the  second  subparagraph  of Article  5  (2)  of  Directive 
67 I 548/EEC, the labelling applied  by  the manufacturer or his  representative remains  valid  until  the 
substance is  listed  in  Annex I or until  a decision  not to list it has  been  taken  in  accordance with the 
procedure laid down in  Article 21. 
2.  CLASSIFICATION AS  DANGEROUS AND CHOICE OF RISK  PHRASES 
2.1.  Introduction 
The  object  of classification  is  to  identify  all  the  toxicological  and  physico-chemical  properties  of 
substances and preparations which may constitute a risk during normal handling or use. 
As  regards substances for which the  information specified in  Annex VII  is  required, most of the 
necessary  data  for  classification  and  labelling  appear  in  the  'base  set'.  This  classification  and 
labelling must be reviewed, if necessary, when further information is available (Annex VIII). 
As  regards  other  substances  (e.g.  those  referred  to  in  Article  5  (2)),  the  data  required  for 
classification  and labelling may  if necessary  be  obtained from  a number of different sources,  for 
example the results of previous tests, information required by international rules on the transport of 
dangerous substances,  information taken from  reference works and the literature or information 
derived from practical experience. 
The guidance criteria set out in this Annex are directly applicable when the data in question have been 
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data must be evaluated by comparing the test methods employed with those indicated in Annex V and 
the rules specified in this Annex for determining the appropriate classification and labelling criteria. 
Physico-chemical properties 
The test methods relating to explosive, oxidizing and flammable properties included in Annex V to this 
Directive serve to give specific meaning to the general definitions given in Article 2 (2) (a) to (e). Criteria 
follow directly from the test methods in Annex V as far as they are mentioned. 
If adequate information is  available to demonstrate in practice that the physico-chemical properties of 
substances and preparations (apart from organic peroxides) are different from those revealed by the test 
methods given in Annex V, then such substances and preparations should be classified according to the 
hazard they present, if any, to those handling the substances and preparations or to other persons. 
Organic  peroxides  are  classified  as  dangerous  on  the  basis  of  their  structure  (e.g.  R-0-0-H; 
Rt-O-O-R2).  In general terms, organic peroxides shall be classified as oxidizing, and labelled as under 
2.4.2, unless: 
tests carried out in accordance with the methods given in Annex V show the organic peroxide, in the 
form in which it is placed on the market, to have explosive properties, as under 2.4.1, or 
the  organic  peroxide  is  so  diluted  or phlegmatized  that it  has  neither  explosive,  oxidizing  nor 
flammable properties. 
Toxicological properties 
Classification  is  concerned  with  both  the  acute  and  long-term  effects  of  these  substances  and 
preparations,  whether  resulting  from  a  single  instance  of  exposure  or  repeated  or  prolonged 
exposure. 
Substances and preparations should generally be classified in accordance with the acute toxicity of the 
marketed  product,  expressed  as  LD 50  or  LC 50  as  determined  by  tests  on  experimental  animals. 
Reference values are given in  part I of Annex VI. 
If the facts  show  the existence  of effects  other than the acute effects  indicated  by  experiments  with 
animals,  e.g.  carcinogenic,  mutagenic,  allergenic,  sub-acute  or  chronic  effects,  the  substances  or 
preparations shall be classified according to the magnitude of these effects. 
If  adequate evidence  is  available  to  demonstrate  in  practice  that the  toxic  effect  of substances  and 
preparations on man is,  or is  likely  to  be  different  from  that suggested  by  the experimental  results 
obtained in  animal tests then such substances and preparations should be classified according to their 
toxicity in man. 
When  the classification  is  to  be  established  from  experimental results  obtained in  animal  tests,  the 
results should have validity for man in that the tests reflect, in an appropriate way, the risks to man. 
Criteria for classification, choice of symbols, indication of danger and choice of risk phrases 
Classification must cover both the toxicological and the physico-chemical properties of substances and 
preparations. The object of choosing risk phrases is  to ensure that the specific nature of the potential 
dangers identified in classifiqtion are expressed on the label. For this purpose it is necessary to consider 
the criteria given for the choice of symbol(s) and risk phrases in each of the sections 2.4.1 to 2.4.11 and 
chapter 3, for example classification under 2.4.6 does not imply that the sections such as 2.4.  7 or 2.4.9 
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The criteria are applicable to gaseous substances and preparations but only in so far  as they may be 
subject  to  the  packaging  and  labelling  provisions  of  this  Directive  or  the  separate  Directive  on 
preparations. 
Notwithstanding the criteria given  under 2.4.3, 2.4.4 and 2.4.5, substances and preparations in the 
form of aerosols shall be subject to the flammability criteria set out in paragraphs 1.8 and 2.2 (c) of the 
Annex to Directive 75/324/EEC. 
Explosive 
Substances  and  preparations  shall  be  classified  as  explosive  and  assigned  the  symbol  'E' and  the 
indication of danger 'explosive' in accordance with the results of the tests given in Annex V and in so far 
as the substances and preparations are explosive as placed on the market. One risk phrase is obligatory, 
it is to be specified on the basis of the following: 
R 2  Risk of explosion by shock, friction, fire or other sources of ignition 
substances and preparations including certain organic peroxides but excepting those set 
out below. 
R 3  Extreme risk of explosion by shock, friction, fire or other sources of ignition 
Oxidizing 
substances  and preparations which  are particularly sensitive  such  as  picric acid  salts, 
PETN and certain undiluted organic peroxides such as dibenzoyl peroxide. 
Substances  and  preparations  shall  be  cl~~~ified  as  oxidizing  and  assigned.  the  symbol  '0' and  the 
indication of danger 'oxidizing' in accordance with the results of the tests given in Annex V (see  also 
2.2.3  ). One risk phrase is obligatory, it is to be specified on the basis of the test results but subject to the 
following: 
R 11  Highly flammable 
organic peroxides which have flammable properties even when not in contact with other 
combustible material. 
R 8  Contact with combustible material may cause fire 
other oxidizing substances and preparations which may cause fire or enhance the risk of 
fire when in contact with combustible material. 
R 9  Explosive when mixed with combustible material 
other  substances  and  preparations  which  become  explosive  when  mixed  with 
comb:ustible materials, e.g. ceitain chlorates. 
Extremely flammable 
Substances and preparations shall  be  classified as  extremely flammable and assigned  the symbol  'F + ' 
and the indication of danger 'extremely flammable' in  accordance with the results of the tests given  in 
Annex V.  The risk phrase shall be assigned in  accordance with the following criteria: 
R 12  Extremely flammable 
Liquid  substances  and  preparations  which  have  a flash  point lower than 0  °C and  a 
boiling point (or in case of a boiling range the initial boiling point) lower than or equal to 
35  °C. 
Highly flammable 
Substances and preparations shall be classified as highly flammable and assigned the symbol 'F and the  . 
indication of danger 'highly flammable' in. accordance with the results of the tests given in  Annex V. 
Risk phrases shall be assigned in  accordance with the following criteria: 16. 9.  83 
2.4.5. 
2.4.6. 
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R 17  Spontaneously flammable in air 
substances and preparations which may become hot and finally catch fire in contact with 
air at ambient temperature without any input of energy. 
R 11  Highly flammable 
solid substances and preparations which may readily catch fire  after brief contact with a 
source of ignition and which continue to burn or to be consumed after removal of the 
source of ignition; 
liquid  substances  and  preparations  having  a  flash  point  below  21  °C  but  are  not 
extremely flammable. 
R 12  Extremely flammable 
- gaseous substances and preparations which are flammable in air at normal pressure. 
R 13  Extremely flammable liquefied gas 
gaseous substances and preparations which are flammable in air at normal pressure when 
put on the market ih liquefied form. 
R 15  Contact with water liberates highly flammable gases 
Flammable 
substances and preparations which, in contact with water or damp air, evolve  highly 
flammable gases in  dangerous quantities, at a minimum rate qf 1 litre/kg/h. 
Substances and preparations shall be classified as flammable in accordance with the results of the tests 
given  in  Annex  V.  The  risk  phrase  shall  be  assigned  in  accordance  with  the  criteria  mentioned 
below. 
R 10  Flammable 
Very toxic 
- liquid substances and preparations having a flash point equal to or greater than 21  °C, 
and less than or equal to 55 °C. 
However, in  practice it has been shown that a preparation having a flash  point equal to or 
greater than 21  °C and less than or equal to 55 °C need not be classified as flammable if the 
preparation could not in any way support combustion and only so long as there is no reason 
to fear risks to those handling these preparations or to other persons. 
Substances and preparations shall  be  classified  as  very  toxic and  assigned  the symbol 'T + ' and  the 
indication of danger 'very toxic' in accordance with the criteria given in part I of Annex VI, as specified 
below. 
Risk phrases shall be assigned in  accordance with the following criteria: 
R 28  Very toxic if swallowed 
acute toxicity results: 
LD50 oral, rat:  =e:;;  25 mg/kg 
R 27  Very toxic in contact with skin 
acute toxicity results: 
LDso  dermal, rat or rabbit:  =e:;;  50 mg/kg 
R 26  Very toxic by inhalation 
acute toxicity results: 
LC50 inhalation, rat:  =e:;;  0,5 mg/litre/4 h 
R 3 9 ("')  Danger of very serious irreversible effects 
Strong evidence that irreversible damage other than the effects referred to in chapter 3 is 
likely  to  be  caused  by  a  single  exposure  by  an  appropriate  route,  generally  in  the 
abovementioned dose range (see also 2.3.2 and 2.3.3). 
("')  R 26, R 27 or R 28  is  also to be assigned to indicate route of administration/exposure. No L 257/18 
2.4.7. 
2.4.8. 
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Toxic 
Substances and preparations shall be classified as toxic and assigned the symbol 'T' and the indication of 
danger 'toxic' in  accordance with  the criteria given  in  part I of Annex  VI,  as  specified  below.  Risk 
phrases shall also be assigned in  accordance with  th~ following criteria: 
R 25  Toxic if swallowed 
acute toxicity results: 
LDso oral, rat: 25  < LD50  ~ 200 mg/kg 
R 24  Toxic in contact with skin 
acute toxicity results: 
LDso  dermal, rat or rabbit: 50 < LD50  ~ 400 mg/kg 
R 23  Toxic by inhalation 
acute toxicity results: 
LCso  inhalation, rat: 0,5  < LCso  ~ 2 mg/litre/ 4 h 
R 39 (  •}  Danger of very serious irreversible effects 
strong evidence that irreversible damage other than the effects referred to in chapter 3 is 
likely  to  be  caused  by  a  single  exposure  by  an  appropriate  route,  generally  in  the 
abovementioned dose range (see also 2.3.2 and 2.3.3}. 
R 48 (  •}  Danger of serious damage to health by prolonged exposure 
Harmful 
serious  damage  (clear  functional  disturbance  or  morphological  change  which  have 
toxicological significance} is likely to be caused by repeated or prologed exposure, by an 
appropriate route, at levels  significantly lower than those  quoted in  section  2.4.8 (see 
also 2.3.2 and 2.3.3}. 
Substances  and  preparations  shall  be  classified  as  harmful  and  assigned  the  symbol  'Xn'  and  the 
indication of danger 'harmful' in  accordance with the criteria given in  part I of Annex VI  as specified 
below.  Risk phrases shall also be  assigned in  accordance with the following criteria: 
R 22  Harmful if swallowed 
acute toxicity results: 
LDso oral, rat: 200 < LDso  ~ 2 000 mg/kg 
R 21  Harmful in contact with skin 
acute toxicity results: 
LDso dermal, rat or rabbit: 400 < LDso  ~ 2 000 mg/kg 
R 20  Harmful by inhalation 
acute toxicity results: 
LC50 inhalation, rat: 2 < LC50  ~ 20 mg/litre/4 h 
R 40 ( * *  )  Possible risk of irreversible effects 
strong evidence that irreversible damage other than the effects referred to in chapter 3 is 
likely  to  be  caused  by  a  single  exposure  by  an  appropriate  route,  generally  in  the 
abovementioned dose range (see also 2.3.2 and 2.3.3}. 
(*)  R 23, R 24 orR 25 is also to be assigned to indicate route of administration/exposure. 
(**) R 20, R 21  orR 22 is also to be assigned to indicate route of administration/exposure. 16.9.83 
2.4.9. 
2.4.10. 
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R 48 ( •)  Danger of serious damage to health by prolonged exposure 
serious  damage  (clear  functional  disturbance  or  morphological  change  which  have 
toxicological significance) is likely to be caused by repeated or prolonged exposure by an 
appropriate route, at levels of the order of (see also 2.3.2 and 2.3.3): 
oral, rat  ~ 50 mg/kg (body weight)/day (  .... ), 
- dermal, rat or rabbit  ~ 100 mg/kg (body weight)/ day(  .... ), 
- inhalation, rat  ~ 0,5 mg/litre 6 h/day ( .... ), 
These  guide  values  can  apply  directly  when  severe  lesions  have  been  observed  in  a 
sub-chronic (90 days)  toxicity  study,  but also  serve  as  a  guide when  interpreting the 
results of sub-acute (28 days) or chronic (two years) toxicity tests. 
R 42  May cause sensitization by inhalation 
Corrosive 
if practical evidence  is  available  which  shows  the  substances  and  preparations  to  be 
capable  of inducing  a  sensitization  reaction  in  humans  by  inhalation,  at  a  greater 
frequency than would be expected from the response of a normal population. 
Substances  and  preparations  shall  be  classified  as  corrosive  and  assigned  the  symbol  'C'  an'd  the 
indication of danger 'corrosive' in accordance with the criteria given in  Annex VI  (B).  Risk phrases shall 
be  assigned in  accordance with the following criteria: 
R  35 
R  34 
Irritant 
Causes severe burns 
if, when  applied to  healthy  intact animal skin,  full  thickness destruction of skin  tissue 
occurs as  a result of up to three minutes exposure, or if this result can be  predicted. 
Causes burns 
if,  when  applied  to healthy  intact animal skin,  full  thickness de!>trw.:tion  of skin  tissue 
occurs as a result of up to four hours exposure, or if·this result can be predicted. 
Non-corrosive substances and preparations shall  be  classified as  irritant and assigned the symbol  'Xi' 
and the indication of danger 'irritant' in  accordance with  the  criteria given  in  Annex  VI  (  B}  and  as 
specified below. Risk phrases shall also be assigned in  accordance with the following criteria: 
R  38 
R  36 
Irritating to skin 
if, when  applied  to  healthy  intact  animal  skin  for  up  to  four  hours,  significant 
inflammation  is  caused  and  which  is  present  24  hours  or more  after  the  end  of the 
exposure period. 
Inflammation is  significant,  if the mean  value  of the  scores  is  two or more for  either 
erythema and eschar formation or oedema formation. The same shall be the case where 
the test  has  been  completed  using  three  animals if the  score  for  either erythema  and 
eschar formation or oedema formation observed in  two or more animals is equivalent to 
the value of two or more. 
Irritating to eyes 
if, when applied to the eye of the animal, significant ocular lesions are caused and which 
are present 24 hours or more after instillation of the test material. 
Ocular lesions are significant, if the means of the scores have any of the values:  cornea 
opacity equal to or greater than two but less than three; iris lesion  equal  to or greater 
than one but not greater than 1,5; redness of the conjunctivae equal to or greater than 
2,5; oedema of the conjunctivae (chemosis) equal to or greater than 2. The same shall be 
the case where the test has been completed using three animals if the lesions, on two or 
more animals, are equivalent to  any  of the above value" except that for  iris  lesion  the 
value  should  be  equal  to or greater  than  one  but  less  than  tWo  and for  redness  of 
conjunctivae the value should be equal to three. 
(*)  R 20, R 21  orR 22 is also to be assigned to indicate route of administration/exposure. 
( • •} These values are not intended to influence in any way the choice of dose levels in carrying out the tests of 
Annex V. No L 257/20 
2.4.11. 
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R  41  ( *)  Risk of serious damage to eyes 
R 43 
R  37 
.if when applied to the eye of the animal severe ocular lesions are caused and which  are 
present 24 hours or more after instillation of the test m;tterial. 
Ocular lesions are severe if the means of the scores have any of the values: 
cornea opacity equal to or greater than three; iris lesion greater than 1 ,5. The same shall 
be the case where the test has been completed using three animals if these lesions, on two 
or more animals, have any of the values: 
cornea opacity equal to or greater than three; iris lesion equal to two. 
May cause sensitization by  skin contact 
if practical experience shows the substances and preparations to be capable of inducing a 
sensitization reaction in  a substantial number of persons by skin contact, or on the basis 
of a positive response in experimental animals. 
In the case of the test method for skin sensitization detailed in  Annex V or in  the case of 
other adjuvant-type test methods, a response of at least 30 % of the animals is considered 
positive.  For  any  other  test  method  a  response  of at  least  15 %  of the  animals  is 
considered positive. 
Irritating to respiratory system 
substances  and  preparations which  cause  serious  irritation  to the  respiratory  system, 
based normally on practical observation. 
Other properties 
Additional risk phrases shall be assigned to substances and preparations, classified by  virtue of 2.4.1 to 
2.4.10  above,  in  accordance  with  the  following  criteria  (based  on  experience  obtained  during 
compilation of Annex 1): 
R  1  Explosive when dry 
For explosive substances and preparations put on the market in  solution or in a wetted form; 
e.g. nitrocellulose with more than 12,6% nitrogen. 
R  4  Forms very sensitive explosive metallic compounds 
For substances and preparations which may form sensitive explosive metallic derivatives, e.g. 
picric acid, styphnic acid. 
R  5  Heating may cause an explosion 
For  thermally  unstable  substances  and  preparations  not  classified  as  explosive,  e.g. 
perchloric acid  > 50%. 
R  6  Explosive with or without contact with air 
For  substances  and  preparations  which  are  unstable  at  ambient  temperatures,  e.g. 
acetylene. 
R  7  May cause fire 
R  14 
R  16 
R  18 
For reactive substances and preparations: e.g. fluorine, sodium hydrosulphite. 
Reacts violently with water 
For substances and preparations which react violently with water, e.g. acetyl chloride, alkali 
metals, titanium tetrachloride. 
Explosive when mixed with oxidizing substances 
For subsnmces and preparations which  react explosively with  an oxidizing agent, e.g.  red 
phospl:10rus. 
In use, may form flammable/explosive vapour-air mixture 
For  preparations  not  in  themselves  classified  as  flammable,  which  contain  volatile 
components which are flammable in  air. 
( *)  The use of R 34 or R 35  precludes the use of R 41. 16. 9.  83 
R  19 
R  29 
R  30 
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May form explosive peroxides 
For substances and preparations which may form explosive peroxides during storage, e.g. 
diethyl ether, 1 ,4-dioxan. 
Contact with water liberates toxic gas 
For substances  and  preparations  which  in  contact with  water or damp  air,  evolve  very 
toxic/toxic gases in potentially dangerous amounts, e.g. aluminium phosphide, phosphorus 
pentasulphide. 
Can become highly flammable in use 
For preparations not in  themselves classified as flammable, which  may  become flammable 
due to the loss of non-flammable volatile components. 
R  31  Contact with acids liberates toxic gas 
R  32 
R 33 
R  44 
For substances and preparations which react with acids to evolve toxic gases in  dangerous 
amounts; e.g. sodium hypochlorite, barium polysulphides. For substances used by  members 
of the  general  public,  the  use  of S  50  (do  not  mix  with  . . .  (to  be  specified  by  the 
manufacturer)) would be more suitable. 
Contact with acids liberates very toxic gas 
For  substances  and  preparations  which  react  with  acids  to  evolve  very  toxic  gases  in 
dangerous amounts; e.g.  salts of hydrogen cyanide, sodium azide.  For substances used  by 
members of the general public, the use of S 50 (do not mix with ... (to be specified by  the 
manufacturer)) would be  more suitable. 
Danger of cumulative effects 
For substances and preparations when accumulation in  the human body· is  likely and may 
cause some concern which, however, is  not sufficient to justify the use  of R 48. 
Previously  assigned to substances of Annex  I and preparations which  were likely  to cause 
damage  to  health  by  prolonged  exposure  or which  were  likely  to  be  retained  and  then 
accumulated within the human body. Now to be progressively replaced when appropriate by 
R 48. 
Risk of explosion if heated under confinement 
For substances and preparations not in  themselves classified as explosive in  accordance with 
2.4.1  above but which may nevertheless display explosive  properties in  practice if heated 
under  sufficient  confinement.  For  example,  certain  substances  which  would  decompose 
explosively  if  heated  in  a  steel  drum  do  not  show  this  effect  if  heated  in  less-strong 
containers. 




For the record: further  guidance applicable to preparations will  be published later. 
Procedure for the classification of substances which may possibly  have the effects  mentioned in  this 
chapter 
If  a manufacturer or his representative has information available which indicates that a substance should 
be  classified  and labelled  in  accordance with  the criteria given  in  section  3.2, 3.3 or 3.4, he or his 
representative shall provisionally label the substance with R 40 and assign at least the symbol 'Xn' unless 
the conclusions reached by the application ofthe criteria mentioned in 2.4.6 to 2.4.10 indicate the need 
for a more severe classification. 
Furthermore,  the  manufacturer  or  his  representative  is  requested  to  submit  as  soon  as  possible  a 
document summarizing all relevant information to one Member State in  which the substance is placed 
on the market. This summary document should include a bibliography containing all relevant references 
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In  order  to  obtain  as  quickly  as  possible  a  harmonized  classification  for  the  Community  by  the 
procedure defined in Article 21, Member States which have relevant information available justifying the 
classification of a substance in one of these categories, whether submitted by the manufacturer or not, 
should  forward  such  information  together  with  suggestions  for  classification  and  labelling,  to  the 
Commission as soon as possible. 
The Commission will forward to the other Member States the classification and labelling proposa·l that 
it receives.  Any  Member State may  ask the Commission for the information it has received. 
Any  Member Stare which  has good reason to believe that the suggested classification and labelling is 
inappropriate as far as the carcinogenic, mutagenic or teratogenic effects are concerned shall notify the 
Commission thereof. 
The provisional labelling applied by  a manufacturer or his  representative shall remain valid until the 
entry  into  force  of  a  decision  on  the  inclusion  or  non-inclusion  of  the  substance  concerned  in 
Annex I. 
Carcinogenic substances 
For the purpose of classification and labelling, and having regard to the current state of knowledge, such 
substances are divided into three categories: 
Category  1 
Substances  known  to  be  carcinogenic  to  man.  There  is  sufficient  evidence  to  establish  a  causal 
association between human exposure to a substance and the development of cancer. 
Category  2 
Substances which should be regarded as if they are carcinogenic to man. There is sufficient evidence to 
provide a strong presumption that human exposure to a substance may  result  in  the development of 
cancer, generally on the basis of: 
appropriate long-term animal studies, 
- other relevant information. 
Category  3 
Substances which cause concern for man owing to possible carcinogenic effects but in  respect of which 
the available information is not adequate for making a satisfactory assessment. There is some evidence 
from appropriate animal studies, but this is insufficient to place the substance in category 2. 
The following specific risk phrases apply: 
Categories 1 and 2: 
R  45  May cause cancer 
Category 3: 
R  40  Possible risk of irreversible effects 
The following classifications and symbols apply: 
Categories] and 2:  at least: Toxic 
Category 3:  Harmful 
The conclusions reached by  application of the criteria mentioned in  2.4.6 to 2.4.10 may  indicate the 
need of a more severe classification. 
Mutagenic substances 
For the purposes of classification and labelling, and having regard to' the current state of knowledge, 
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Category  1 
Substances known to be mutagenic to man. 
There is sufficient evidence to establish a causal association between human exposure to a substance and 
heritable genetic damage. 
Category  2 
Substances which should be regarded as if they are mutagenic to man. 
There is sufficient evidence to provide a strong presumption that human exposure to the substance may 
result in  the development of heritable genetic damage, generally on the basis of: 
appropriate animal studies, 
- other relevant information. 
Category  3 
Substances which cause concern for man owing to possible mutagenic effects but in respect of which the 
available information does not satisfactorily demonstrate heritable genetic damage.  There is  evidence 
from  appropriate mutagenicity studies, but this is insufficient to place the substance in category  2. 
The following specific risk phrases apply: 
Categories 1 and 2: 
R  46  May cause heritable genetic damage 
Category 3: 
R  40  Possible risk of irreversible effects 
The following classifications and symbols apply: 
Category 1:  at least: Toxic 
Categories 2 and 3:  Harmful 
The conclusions reached by the application of the criteria mentioned in 2.4.6 to 2.4.1 0 may indicate the 
need for a more severe classification. 
Teratogenic substances 
For the purposes of classification and labelling, and having regard to the current state of knowledge, 
such substances are divided into two categories: 
Category  1 
Substances known to be teratogenic to man. 
There is sufficient evidence to establish a causal association between human exposure to a substance and 
subsequent non-heritable birth defects in  offspring. 
Category  2 
Substances which should be regarded as if they are teratogenic to man. 
There is sufficient evidence to provide a strong presumption that human exposure to the substance may 
result in  non-heritable birth defects in  offspring, generally on the basis of: 
appropriate animal studies, 
other relevant information. 
The following specific risk phrases apply: 
Categories 1 and 2 
R  47  May cause birth defects No L 257/24 
3.4.3. 
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The following classifications and symbols apply: 
Category 1:  at least: Toxic 
Category 2:  Harmful 
The conclusions reached by the application of the criteria mentioned in 2.4.6 to 2.4.10 may indicate the 
need for a more severe classification. 
4.  CHOICE OF SAFETY ADVICE PHRASES 
Safety advice phrases (S phrases) shall be assigned to substances and preparations in accordance with the 
following general criteria: 
S  1  Keep locked up 
Applicability 
- Very toxic and toxic substances and preparations. 
Criteria for use 
Recommended for very toxic and toxic substances and preparations likely to be  used by 
members of the general public. 
S  2  Keep out of reach of children 
Applicability 
- All  dangerous substances and preparations. 
Criteria for use 
Obligatory  only  for  all  dangerous  substances  and  preparations  likely  to  be  used  by 
members of the general public or likely to be  used in  places to which the general public 
have access unless there is  no reason to fear any danger particularly to children. 
S  3  Keep in a cool place 
Applicability 
Organic peroxides. 
Other dangerous substances and preparations having a boiling point  ~  40 °C. 
Criteria for use 
Obligatory for organic peroxides unless S 47 is  used. 
Recommended for  other dangerous substances  ~md preparations having a boiling  po~nt 
~ 40 °C. 
S 4  Keep away from living quarters 
Applicability 
- Very  toxic and toxic substances and preparations. 
Criteria for use 
Normally limited to very toxic and toxic substances and preparations when desirable to 
supplement  S 13;  for  example  when  there  is  an  inhalation  risk  and  the  substance or 
preparation should be  stored away  from  living quarters. The advice is  not intended to 
preclude proper use of the substance or preparation in  living quarters. 
S 5  Keep contents under ... (appropriate liquid to be  specified  by  the manufacturer) 
Applicability 
- Spontaneously flammable solid substances and preparations. 
Criteria for use 
- Normally limited to special cases, e.g. sodium, potassium or white phosphorous. 16. 9.  83  Official Journal of the European Communities  No L 257/25 
S 6  Keep under ... (inert gas to be specified by the manuafacturer) 
Applicability 
- Dangerous  substances  and  preparations  which  must  be  kept  under  an  inert 
atmosphere. 
Criteria for use 
- Normally limited to special cases, e.g. certain organo metallic compounds. 
S 7  Keep container tightly closed 
Applicability 
Organic peroxides. 
Substances and preparations which  can give off very  toxic,  toxic,  harmful, extremely 
flammable or highly flammable vapours. 
Substances and preparations which on contact with moisture give off highly  flammable 
gases. 
Highly flammable solids. 
Criteria for use 
Obligatory for organic peroxides in  the combination of S 317  I 9. 
Recommended for the other fields of application mentioned above. 
S 8  Keep container dry 
Applicability 
Substances and preparations which may react violently  with ""ater. 
Substances  and  preparations  which  on  contact with  water  liberate  highly  flammable 
gases. 
Substances and preparations which  on contact with  water liberate very  toxic or toxic 
gases. 
Criteria for use 
Normally  limited  to  the  fields  of  application  mentioned  above  when  necessary  to 
reinforce warnings given by  R 14, R 15 in  particular, and R 29. 
S 9  Keep container in a well-ventilated place 
Applicability 
Organic peroxides. 
Volatile substances and preparations which may  give  off very  toxic, toxic or harmful 
vapours. 
Extremely flammable or highly flammable liquids and gases. 
Criteria for use 
Obligatory for organic peroxides in  the combination S 31719. 
Recommended for volatile substances and preparations which may  give  off very  toxic, 
toxic or harmful vapours. 
Recommended for extremely flammable or highly flammable liquids or gases. 
S 12  Do not keep the container sealed 
Applicability 
- Substances and preparations which will  by giving off gases or vapours be liable to burst 
the container. 
Criteria. for use 
- Normally limited to the special cases mentioned above. No L 257/26 
~ 
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S 13  Keep away from food, drink and animal feedingstuffs 
Applicability 
- Very toxic, toxic and harmful substances and preparations. 
Criteria for use 
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Recommended when such substances and preparations are likely to be used 'by members 
of the general public. 
S 14  Keep away from ... (incompatible materials to be indicated by  the manufacturer) 
Applicability 
- Organic peroxides. 
Criteria for usc 
Obligatory for  and normally limited  to organic peroxides.  However, may  be  useful  in 
exceptional cases when incompatibility is  likely to produce a particular risk. 
S 15  Keep away from heat 
Applicability 
- Substances and preparations which may decompose or which  may  react spontaneously 
under the effect of heat. 
Criteria for use 
Normally limited to special cases, e.g. monomers but not assigned if risk  phrases R 2, 
R 3 and/  or R 5 have already been applied. 
S 16  Keep away from sources of ignition - No smoking 
Applicability 
- Extremely flammable or highly flammable liquids and gases. 
Criteria for use 
Recommended for the substances and preparations mentioned above but not assigned if 
risk phrases R 2, R 3 and/or R 5 have already been applied. 
S 17  Keep away from combustible material 
Applicability 
- Substances  and preparations  which  may  form  explosive  or spontaneously  flammable 
mixtures with combustible material. 
Criteria for use 
- Available for use in  special cases; e.g. to emphasiz:e R 8 and R 9. 
S 18  Handle and open -container with care 
Applicability 
Substances and preparations liable to produce an overpressure in  the container. 
Substances and preparations which may form  explosive peroxides. 
Criteria for use 
Normally limited to the abovementioned cases when there is risk of damage to the eyes 
and/  or when the substances and preparations are likely  to be  used  by  members of the 
general public. 16. 9. 83  Official Journal of the European Communities 
S 20  When using do not eat or drink 
Applicability 
- Very toxic, toxic and corrosive substances and preparations. 
Criteria for use 
No L 257/27 
Normally limited to special cases (e.g.  arsenic and arsenic compounds; fluoracetates) in 
particular when any of these are likely to be  used by  members of the general public. 
S 21  When using do not smoke 
Applicability 
- Substances and preparations which produce toxic products on combustion. 
Criteria for use 
- Normally limited to special cases (e.g. halogenated compounds). 
S 22  Do not breathe dust 
Applicability 
- All solid dangerous substances and preparations. 
Criteria for use 
Recommended for those substances and preparations mentioned above which are liable 
to form  inhalable dusts, and  when  it is  necessary  to draw the attention of the  user  to 
inhalation risks not mentioned in  the  risk phrases which  have  been  ascribed.  However 
may  be  used  in  exceptional  cases  to  emphasize  such  risk  phrases,  in  particular  to 
emphasize R 42. 
S 23  Do  not  breathe  gas/fumes/vapour/spray  (appropriate  wording  to  be  specified  by  the 
manufacturer) 
Applicability 
- All. liquid or gaseous dangerous substances and preparations. 
Criteria for use 
Recommended when it is  necessary to draw the attention of the user to inhalation risks 
not mentioned in the risk phrases which have to be ascribed. However, may  be  used  in 
exceptional cases to emphasize such risk phrases, in particular to emphasize R 42. 
Recommended for substances and preparations in the form of aerosols which are likely to 
be used by  members of the general public. 
S 24  Avoid contact with skin 
Applicability 
- All  dangerous substances and preparations. 
Criteria for use 
Recommended when it is necessary to draw the attention of the user to skin contact risks, 
not mentioned in the risk phrases which have to be ascribed.  However, rna)'  be used  in 
exceptional cases to emphasize such risk phrases, in  particular to emphasize R 43. 
S 25  Avoid contact with eyes 
Applicability 
- Corrosive or irritant substances and preparations. 
Criteria for use 
Normally limted to special cases, i.e. when it is considered essential to emphasize the risk 
to eyes denoted by use of R 34, R 35, R 36 orR 41. Thus important if these substances 
and preparations are likely to be used by  members of the general public and eye or face 
protection may not be available. No L 257/28  Official Journal of the European Communities 
S 26  In case of contact with eyes, rinse immediately with plenty of water and seek medical advice 
Applicability 
- Corrosive or irritant substances and preparations. 
Criteria for use 
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Obligatory for corrosive substance and preparations and those to which R 41  has already 
been ascribed. 
Recommended  for  irritant substances to which  the risk  phrase R 36 has already  been 
ascribed. 
S 27  Take off immediately all contaminated clothing 
Applicability 
Organic peroxides. 
Very toxic, toxic or corrosive substances and preparations. 
Criteria for use 
Obligatory for organic peroxides. 
Recommended  for  very  toxic  and toxic  substances  and  preparations which  are easily 
absorbed by  the skin and for corrosive substances and preparations unless safety phrase 
S 36 can be considered sufficient by  itself. 
S 28  After  contact  with  skin,  wash  immediately  with  plenty  of  . . .  (to  be  specified  by  the 
~anufacturer) 
Applicability 
- Very toxic, toxic or corrosive substances and preparations. 
Criteria for use 
Recommended for the substances and preparations mentioned above, in particular when 
water is  not the most appropriate rinsing fluid. 
S 29  Do not empty into drains 
Applicability 
- Extremely or highly flammable liquids. 
Criteria for use 
Recommended  for  those extremely  or highly  flammable  liquids  which  are  immiscible 
with water. The intention is to avoid accidents (e.g. fire, explosion) and not to emphasize 
general pollution problems. 
S 30  Never add water to this product 
Applicability 
- Substances and preparations which react violently with water. 
Criteria for use 
Normally li,mited to special cases (e.g. sulphuric acid) and may be used, as appropriate to 
give the clearest possible information, either to emphasize R 14 or as an alternative to 
R 14. 
S 33 .  Take precautionary measures against static discharges 
Applicability 
- Extremely or highly flammable substances and preparations. 
Criteria for use 
Recommended  for  substances and preparations used  in  industry which  do  not absorb 
moisture. Virtually never used for substances and preparations as  placed on the market 
for use  by  members of the general public. 16.9.83  Official Journal of the European Communities 
S 34  Avoid shock and friction 
Applicability 
- Explosive substances and preparations. 
Criteria for use 
- Obligatory for and normally limited to explosive organic peroxides. 
S 35  This material and its container must be disposed of in a safe way 
Applicability 
Explosive substances and preparations. 
Very toxic and toxic substances and preparations. 
Criteria for use 
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Obligatory for explosive substances and preparations other than organic peroxides. 
Recommended for very  toxic and toxic substances and preparations, particularly when 
such  substances  and  preparations  are  likely  to  be  used  by  members  of the  general 
public. 
S 36  Wear suitable protective clothing 
Applicability 
Very toxic, toxic or harmful substances and preparations. 
Corrosive substances and preparations. 
Criteria for use 
Recommended for substances and preparations used in  industry which are: 
very  toxic, toxic or corrosive, and/  or 
harmful and easily absorbed by  the skin and I or 
liable to damage health by  prolonged exposure. 
S 37  Wear suitable gloves 
Applicability 
Very toxic, toxic, harmful or corrosive substances and preparations. 
Organic peroxides. 
Substances and preparations irritating to the skin. 
Criteria for use 
Recommended  for  very  toxic, toxic and corrosive substances  and  preparations, when 
S 36 is  not used (e.g.  viz  general public). 
Recommended for organic peroxides as combination S 37139. 
Recommended  for  substances and preparations irritating to the skin  particularly when 
R 38 is  not shown on the label. 
S 38  In case of insufficient ventilation wear suitable respiratory equipment 
Applicability 
Very toxic or toxic substances and preparations. 
Criteria for use 
Normally limited to special cases involving the use of very  toxic or toxic substances and 
preparations in  industry or in  agriculture. No L 257/30  Official Journal of the European Communities  16. 9. 83 
S 3  9  Wear eye I face protection 
Applicability 
Organic peroxides. 
Corrosive  substances  and  preparations,  including  irritants  which  give  rise  to  risk  of 
serious damage to the eyes. 
Very  toxic and toxic substances and preparations. 
Criteria for use 
Recommended for organic peroxides as the combinationS 37  I 39. 
Recommended  for  the  corrosive  substances  and  preparations  mentioned  above,  in 
particular when there is  a risk  of splashing. 
Normally  limited  to  exceptional  cases  for  very  toxic  and  toxic  substances  and 
preparations, where there is a risk of splashing and they are likely to be easily absorbed 
by  the skin. 
S 40  To clean the floor and all objects contaminated by this material use  ... (to be specified by  the 
manufacturer) 
Applicability 
- All  dangerous substances and preparations. 
Criteria for use 
Normally limited to those dangerous substances and preparations for which water is not 
considered to be a suitable cleansing agent (e.g. where absorption by powdered material, 
dissolution by solvent etc. is necessary) and where it is important for health and or safety 
reasons to provide a warning on the label. 
S 41  In case of fire and/  or explosion do not breathe fumes 
Applicability 
- Dangerous substances and preparations which on combustion give off very  toxic or toxic 
gases. 
Criteria for use 
- Normally limited to special cases. 
S 42  During fumigation/spraying weai:  suitable respiratory equipment (appropriate wording to be 
specified by the manufacturer) 
Applicability 
- Substances and preparations intended for  such  use  but which  may endanger the health 
and safety of the user unless proper precautions are taken. 
Criteria for use 
- Normally limited to special cases. 
S 43  In case of fire use ... (indicate in  the space the precise type of fire-fighting equipment. If water 
increases the risk add: Never use water) 
Applicability 
- Extremely flammable, highly flammable and flammable substances and preparations. 
Criteria for  use 
Obligatory for  substances and preparations which  in  contact with  water or damp air, 
evolve highly flammable gases. 
Recommended  for  extremely  flammable,  highly  flammable  and  flammable  substances 
and preparations, particularly when they are immiscible with water. 
S 44  If you feel  unwell seek medical advice (show the label where possible) 
Applicability 
- Toxic substances and preparations. 
Criteria for  use 
Obligatory for the substances and preparations mentioned above when used  in  industry 
and not likely  to be used by  membe~s of the general public. 16. 9.  83  Official Journal of the European Communities  No L 257/31 
S 45  In case of accident or if you feel  unwell seek medical advice immediately (show the label where 
possible) 
Applicability 
Very toxic substances and preparations. 
Toxic substances and preparations. 
Criteria for use 
Obligatory for the very toxic substances and preparations mentioned above. 
Obligatory for toxic substances and preparations mentioned above when likely to be used 
by  members of the general public. 
S 46  If swallowed, seek medical advice immediately and show this container or label 
Applicability 
- All  dangerous  substances  and  preparations other than  those  which  are  toxic or very 
toxic. 
Criteria for use 
Obligatory for  all  dangerous substances and preparations mentioned above which  are 
likely to be used by  members of the general public, unless there is no reason to fear any 
danger from swallowing, particularly by  children. 
S 47  Keep at temperature not exceeding ... °C (to be specified by  the manufacturer) 
Applicability 
- Substances and preparations which become unstable at a certain temperature. 
Criteria for use 
- Normally limited to special cases (e.g. certain organic peroxides). 
S 48  Keep wetted with ... (appropriate material to be  specified by  the manufacturer) 
Applicability 
Substances  and preparations  which  may  become  very  sensitive  to sparks,  friction  or 
impact if allowed to dry out. 
Criteria for use 
- Normally limited to special cases, e.g. nitrocelluloses. 
S 49  Keep only in  the original container 
Applicability 
- Substances and preparations sensitive to catalytic decomposition. 
Criteria for use 
Normally  limited  to substances  and preparations sensitive  to catalytic decomposition; 
e.g. certain organic peroxides. 
S 50  Do not mix with ... (to be specified  by  the manufacturer) 
Applicability 
Substances and preparations which may react with the specified product to evolve very 
toxic or toxic gases. 
Organic peroxides. 
Criteria for use 
Recommended  for  substances  and  preparations mentioned  above  which  are  likely  to 
be  used  by  members of the general  public, when  it  is  a  better alternative to R 31  or 
R 32. 
Obligatory with certain peroxides which may give  violent reaction  with accelerators or 
promoters. No L 257132  Official Journal of the European Communities 
S 51  Use only in  well-ventilated areas 
Applicability 
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- Substances  and  preparations likely  to or intended  to produce  vapours, dusts,  sprays, 
fumes, mists, etc.  which give rise to inhalation risks or to a fire or explosion risk. 
Criteria for use 
Recommended when use of S 38 would not be appropriate. Thus important when such 
substances and preparations are likely to be used by  members of the general public. 
S 52  Not recommended for interior use on large surface areas 
Applicability 
- Volatile, very toxic, toxic and harmful substances and preparations containing them. 
Criteria for use 
Recommended when damage to health is  likely to be caused by  prolonged exposure to 
these substances by reason of its volatilization from large treated surfaces in  the home or 
other enclosed places where persons congregate. 
5.  LABELLING PROPOSAL 
5.1.  The labelling proposal for a substance should be derived from the total number of symbols, risk phrases 
and safety phrases assigned 
5.2.  The labelling proposal for a preparation should be derived in  a way analogous to that for a substance 
and in particular be  based on: 
(a) determination of the risk categories according to the specific criteria laid down in  each particular 
directive (on preparations); 
(b)  choice of the most relevant RandS phrases; whereas some risk phrases follow directly from the risk 
·  categories, other risk and safety phrases which are applicable shall be derived mainly from the R and 
S  phrases  assigned  in  accordance  with  sections  2  and  4  above  to  the  constituent  which  most 
contributes to the dangerous properties of the preparation; 
(c)  in  certain  cases,  particular  directives  give  obligatory  phrases  for  certain  preparations  (e.g. 
cyanoacrylate glues,  paints intended  for  spraying).  In  these  cases,  these  phrases shall  always  be 
mentioned. 
5.3.  Although the final choice of the most appropriate risk and safety phrases is  primarily governed by  the 
need to give all necessary information, consideration should also be given to the clarity and impact of 
the label. With clarity in mind, the necessary information should be expressed in  a minimum number of 
phrases.  Generally,  up to four  risk  phrases and  up to four  safety  phrases  will  be  sufficient;  for  this 
purpose the combination phrases listed in Annexes III and IV are considered as single phrases. Whilst it 
may  be possible to reduce the total number of phrases for  substances and preparations classified  for 
example as  harmful, irritant or flammable, more than four risk and four safety phrases should only be 
specified in  very particular cases. 
5.4.  When more than four risk phrases are assigned to a substance or preparation, it is generally possible to 
eliminate phrases which refer to the lowest degree of hazard providing that the overall effectiveness of 
the  special  warning is  not thereby  reduced.  It is  frequently  found  that certain  such  risk  phrases are 
rendered superfluous by a suitable choice of safety phrase. 
The risk phrases which correspond to the symbols indicated on the label are obligatory except that the 
risk  phrases 'extremely flammable' or 'highly flammable' need not be  indicated where they  repeat the 
wording of the indication of danger used with a symbol. 16. 9. 83  Official Journal of the European Communities  No L 257/33 
5.5.  The final choice of safety phrases must have regard to the risk phrases indicated on the label and to the 
intended use of the substance or preparation: 
safety phrases which give obvious advice in  relation to risk phrases are generally omitted from  the 
label unless used to give particular emphasis to a specific warning; 
certain safety phrases, e.g. S 2, have particular relevance to substances and preparations intended to 
be used by the public, other phrases have particular relevance to persons at work. Phrases should be 
chosen with the intended use in  view; 
particular attention must be given, in  the choice of safety phrases, to the foreseen  conditions of use 
of certain substances and preparations, e.g. spraying or other aerosol effects. 
Commission statement 
With regard to 3.1.3, and in particular to the last paragraph of 3.1.3, the Commission states 
that, should it envisage making use of the procedure of Article 21, it is prepared to consult in 
advance appropriate experts designated by Member States and having special qualifications 
with respect to either carcinogenicity, mutagenicity or teratogenicity. 
This consultation will  take place in  the framework of the normal consultation procedure 
with national experts and/  or in the framework of existing committees. The same will be the 
case when substances already included in  Annex  I must  be  reclassified  in  respect of their 
carcinogenic, mutagenic or teratogenic effects. 